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cries, which like that of Macedonia, come to in itself, the absence of one of us Is riumeri the deepest distress.
Entering upon his In his private and social intercourse with the to the tomb, and him to the bliss of Heaven!
you from this desolate heritage of God.
cally the absence of half the mission. Finally, charge at so favorable a time for a serious con families of the Church, their Bishop won all He loved social and friendly intercourse with
EDITED BY
From Mossoul I proceeded to Mardin, tak we have but just received, through some un siderations of the claims of religion, his zeal hearts. To the courteous and graceful man- his people, and all have enjoyed hissprightb*
BEV CHAUNCEY COLTON,
ing the route through Kurdistan by Jeziuh.but accountable delay on the road, the credentials, ous labors were soon rewarded by a full ners of a well bred gentleman, he added a and cheerful conversations, and heard his faM1UWI JACKSON,
not going through the mountain country of the which it was always intended should be the church and rapidly increasing communion.
singularly pleasing amenity. He was kind therly advice and spiritual encouragement
JOHN T. BItOOKE,
1IENKY V. O. JOHNS.
But the superior importance of the subject to all, for he. loved all. His benevolence around their firesides.
Syrians as I intended. From this I was pre basis of action. Happily they are at length
vented by circumstances which I will relate in our hands, and by the goodness of our God must withdraw our attention for a time, from overflowed toward all mankind. His vener
Never did the writer, whose opportunities of
,JJL1SHED WEEKLY, at CINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE,
in
my journal. 1 reached the monastery of upon us, we are brought once more together his parochial to his Episcopal character. able appearance, and countenance beaming observation have been constant, during the last
►j'dal Uit IFuliin Church Preu, WoodV building,, Sye»more-S1, Cioeiaeili.
Zafaran, the seat of the Patriarch, about an in peace.
The moment for action then has Never was there a man more happily consti with love disarmed enmity; his sprightly five years know a minister who equalled Bishop
n,«u....Two Dolur, ind Fifly Cent, per annum, payable in adrance.
hour from Mardin, on the ninth day, and re but just now come, and we are prepared for tuted for the peculiar work assigned to him, and entertaining conversation attracted old and Moore, in the kindness, frequency and efficacy
mained there a fortnight. My reception was it. You may expect shortly to hear of our by the Divine Head of the church, than was young to his society. He presented religion of his attentions to the sick and the afflicted.
CONSTANTINOPLE AND MARDIN.
cordial in the highest degree. Besides the first movements, and we entreat your prayers Bishop Moore for the trying duties of Diocesan to view in all her most pleasing and attractive I ue gentleness and kindness of his manner, the
American credentials which I had, and which, for their success. Much of iny time, for two of Virginia, at the period when he entered graces. More austerity of manners would have depth of his sympathy, the soothing character
FROM THE REV. H. SOUTHGATE.
after being translated into Arabic, I had caused months to come, will necessarily be occupied upon that sacred office.
The Episcopal failed to win back hearts long alienated from of his conversation, his happy and tender
Constantinople, Aug. 21, 1841.
to be beautifully written in the Syriac char in preparing the report of my late tour.
Greater sternness in the exer mode of presenting the consolations of the
Church, in this State, then labored under ac the Church.
I have to inform you of my safe arrival acter; I had strong recommendatory letters
I left the Monastery of Zafaran on the 14th cumulated difficulties. The evils which grew cise of his authority, would have perpetuated Gospel, all accompanied by prayers of the
here on the 9th inst., after an absence of about from the principal Syrians of Mossoul. I of July.
My intention had been to come out of the colonial system of ecclesiastical the prejudices entertained tov?ard his office. most appropriate character, and of remarkable
ihree months, to which is to be added a quar greatly regretted the want of the letter to the through Kurdistan to Bitlis, Erzroum and affairs were still felt. The want of Episcopal But he seemed to have been happily endowed fervor, rendered this department of his paro
antine of ten days since my return. My last Patriach from our own Bishops, which ar Trebizond, but from this I was prevented by supervision, of the administration of the with the very qualities as a man, a Christian chial duties eminently pleasing and useful.
communication was dated at Mossoul, June rived here during my absence, but even this the rebellious state of the Kurds in the regions Episcopal functions, and of the restraining and a bishop, which peculiarly fitted him for Truly did he love his dear people, as he was
14th. After that dale, I remained in the city could hardly have added to the warmth of my through which I must travel. I had not suf influence and discipline of executive control, the exigencies of the church, when he entered wont to call them: He was the friend of them
till the 22d, engaged in the duties of my work. reception. I will not now enter into particu ficient time to go down through Syria to had greatly retarded the prosperity of the upon the duties of her chief Shepherd. Hav all. How often has the writer heard him
My time was chiefly occupied by conferences lars, as you will find a full account of my visit Beyroot, besides that the season was too far infant church. She had not had the benefit ing guided the church committed by the Great mourn over those of them who are impehitent,
with the Syrian clergy, who received me in my journal, which it will be my first advanced for safe travelling in this direction. of her own ecclesiastical government, and was Shepherd to his care, safely through her early seen him weep for them, and heard his ejacu
from the beginning with open arms, and en duty here to write out and forward to you. I therefore determined to make my way by too far removed from her distant mother to be difficulties, having witnessed the rebuilding of latory prayers ascend to God on their behalf I
tered with the utmost readiness and zeal into In numerous interviews with the Patriarch, shortest route to Samsoun on the Black Sea. much benefited by the connection which was her fallen churches, the revival of true religion How often has he seen him bear the commu
ov plans for the benefit of their nation. The the character of our Church, its doctrines,
I was indisposed when I left the monastery, still maintained, or much restrained by a through all her borders, the return of her for nicants of his flock in his heart, and on his
character in which I presented myself to them worship and institutions, were fully explained. and when I reached Mardin, only an hour ruling power so far distant, and consequently merly alienated children to her bosom, a lips, to the throne of Grace, and pray God to
as the representative of an Episcopal Church, The plan of a delegation* from the American distant, was too unwell to proceed. I remained so inefficiently exercised.
Without an ex rapidly increasing attachment to her excel strengthen their faith, and confirm them in all
•ecured for me at once a favor and confidence Church and of the work which they had to in the city a week, under the roof of the Syrian ecutive head, there was no sufficient restraint lencies, a fast growing esteem and respect Christian graces, and in all good works.
which I could not otherwise have gained.— perform for the improvement of his people, Metropolitan, who watched over me with the laid upon her ministers. Orthodoxy in doc even among those without her communion,
Who can withhold the tribute of admiratiori
The recommendatory letter of my own bish was laid before him and approved. The pro tenderness of a father. We had been thrown trine, and piety and morality of life among he well deserves for her sake, as well as for for such a character? Who would desire a
op, and the letter of instructions from the sen posal of a correspondence between the two much together while I was in the monastery, those who were the spiritual guides and ex his own virtues, the love and reverence of all more enviable lot than his? Enjoying for
ior bishop, (both which I caused to be trans Churches was warmly embraced, and I have (where he is ordinarily an inmate,) and had amples of the people, could only be enforced, who love the Church of God, Truly, God fifty-four years the high privilege of declaring
ited into Arabic,) introduced me immediately brought with me a letter from the Patriach to formed a strong attachment, which I now when needed, by an impeachment on the has blessed his labors and those of the Godly the glad tidings of the Gospel to ransomed
t» the familiar intercourse of a brother, and our presiding Bishop, of which I hope to send number among my dearest friendships. Day other side of the ocean, before the Bishop of man who aided him of late years in the epis sinners—beloved by all, eminently successful
aade me as it were a guest of the Church.—
When he came to the Episco both in his ministry and in his Episcopate,
translation by this mail. The original I and night he was at my side during my ill London, who was the ecclesiastical head of copal office.
Thedeference and respect with which I was think it safest not to send at the same time, but ness, ministering to my wants with the most the colonial churches.
This, owing to the pate of Virginia, there were in the Diocese without enemies, his death has been like his
seated from first to last, were far more than it will be forwarded by an early opportunity. patient and affectionate assiduity.
First, a invidiousness of the office of accuser, the dis only four or five actively laboring ministers, life, gentle, calm, full of love, hope and
ay ministerial rank could claim, and would My whole intercourse with the Patriarch, the severe bilious attack, and afterwards an inter tance of the tribunal, the expense of the voy now there are about ninety-five, most of peace. Let it be repeated, he had no enefnies,
even have become painful if they had not ap metropolitan residents in the monastery, and mittent fever developed themselves.
My age, and the delay of justice, was rarely done. whom minister zealously at the sacred altar. for he was just and upright in all his deal
peared to be rendered to me chiefly as a dele- the monks was gratifying in the highestdegree. head was also seriously affected by a stroke The colonies, in consequence, became the Never, pTobaWy, was rbere a Bishop move ings, he had a tender regard for the repu
pie from a foreign Church. As a token of My fondest hopes were verified by the result of the sun, received in corning from the mon last resort of some of those bad men, who in universally popular, and more ardently loved tation and feelings of all, and never spoke
kindly regard for our western communion, I of my visit, and my most sanguine expecta astery to the city. The Metropolitan had some all ages and churches, will intrude into the by his ministers and all the members of the evil of any: and who could cherish aught
could not but appreciate it highly. The pa tions fulfilled. My impressions with regard medical skill. He succeeded of relieving me holy office, and who feared the discipline of church under his Episcopal charge.
but love and reverence for one so full
ternal feeling with which our intercourse com to the character of the Syrian Church were of the first of my maladies, and the disorder the church at home. Others, who from inef
But it is in his parochial character as rector of love to all ? The citizens of Richmond
menced, was strengthened by our subsequent heightened, and my convictions of the benefits of my head was partially removed by a week’s ficiency, could not find desirable cures in the of the Monumental Church congregation, that loved to see his venerable form and benevolent
interviews. We discussed freely the pecu that we have it in our power to bestow upon repose. The intermittent, however, baffled mother country, easily obtained situations in he is best known and most beloved in Rich face as lie walked the streets. His best euloliarities of our Churches, and found a far t strengthened. Several projects for the good his efforts, and seeing no hope of relief, I a rapidlv growing community, where minis mond. His pastoral labors, here for 27 years giura is the love and veneration of the whole
higher degree of liberality with regard to un of the Syrian® were discussed during my stay determined to proceed on my journey.
I ters were greatly needed. From the operation have exceedingly endeared him to his congre population of Richmond—the tears of the im
essential matters than I have always found at the monastery and adopted. These, which cannot describe, nor can you easily imagine, of these causes, the colonial church in Virginia gation. Gentle, amiable, kind and courteous, mense assembly that thronged the church
among our eastern brethren. The only differ will be made known to you in my report, will all that I suffered on my way to Samsoun, long labored under the infliction of the inef with a heart full to overflowing with benevo at his funeral; yes, of all, old men and mat
ence of importance which we could discover, for some time engage much ol my attention. but he who led me forth carried me safely ficiency, immorality and want of piety of lence, with a charity which included in the rons, young men and maidens and children;
related first, to the procession of the Iloly There is at present a Syrian metropolitan, a through.
some of her Ministry. The disastrous influ wide circle of his affection all the lost world Who can forget the sobs which were heard
Ghost, which the Syrians, in common with leputy of the Patriarch, in this city, in con
Who was not
I reached Samsoun on the Gth, and Con ences of this great evil were widely felt. The for whom the Redeemer died—always under throughout the vast crowd?
ill the eastern Christians, hold to be from the junction with whom mostofmy plans in ques stantinople on the 9th, my face and limbs confidence and attachment of the people were, the influence of the most kindly feeling for all impressed by the unparalleled multitudes
Father only; and secondly, to the nature of tion will be prosecuted. The others relate to swollen to an extraordinary size, and my in a great degree weaned from their spiritual men and the tenderest sympathy for the af which swelled his far-lengthened funeral pro
Christ. The Syrians arc Monophosites, and the supplying of certain schools, lately estab whole system pervaded by the fever. During guides. The efforts of the good and zealous flicted, he associated with his people as their cession ?
maintain that the two natures of Christ are lished by the Patriarch, with the means of my ten days’ stay in quarantine, through the were much thwarted by the counteracting in spiritual father and guide. He delighted in
To crown so lovely a life, God atvardeJ
io closely united as to form but one person.— nstruction, which will be done for the present, kind attention of Dr. John Davy, an eminent fluence
.l--- ---------- rme Ouaj/d, oiniui v.uoiCoA Tzr.0
constant him a death such as is granted to but few of
But there is really no difference between us, by selections from the publications ol tne English physician, temporarily resident in tne uetective system of church government to theme, and he loved especially to dwell in his his ministers.
He enjoyed all the real bles
At. this critical juncture came on preaching on the bright and cheering hopes sings of life to the last, with unusual physical
for after long and repeated discussions at Mos Church Missionary Society at Malta; and to the city, my fever was cut off, and I was able eradicate.
soul, and afterwards with the patriarch at the distribution of the Syriac New Testament to present myself to my friends in compara the American Revolution. The strong preju of Christianity. The mercy of God, the ten strength, and mental faculties but little im
Mardin, it appeared that they attach to the of the edition published by the British and tively good health, though still extremely dices which were excited by this great event der and kind invitations of the Savior, the paired, except his memory. He continued
one nature precisely the same idea that we Foreign Bible Society, which is believed to weak. This weakness continues to a great against a church, which was then connected soothing consolations of Religion, and its liis duties even to the end.
Two days only
attach to the one person. The difference is be an exact copy of the ancient MSS. posses degree, and renders me at times impatient with the oppressive Government of England glorious hopes, constituted the burden of his before the last visitation on which he died,’
only in the word. With regard to the other sed by the Syrians, and accordingly has been when I see the multitude of duties which have —the jealousy which was aroused in the dis preaching, and when set forth with great ani he officiated and preached at a funeral. His
senting denominations in consequence of the mation, the most moving pathos, in an elo address was extempore^ and such was his
point, I frankly avowed my private conviction approved by the Patriarch. I am thankful accumulated around me.
that they were right and we wrong; they hav- that though at so great a distance from the
But it is time that I had closed this long possession hv the church of valuable glebe quent style of composition, aided by a de energy, animation and fervor, and such the
ingretained the original language of the Creed, field, such opportunities of usefulness are giv epistle. With regard to the Syrians my ear lands—the dispersion of most of her ministers lightful voice and fine manner, gave to his influence of his exhortation, that an old Chris
and that most accordant with Scripture, while en to me, and that while prosecuting my work nest desire is, that the Committee defer all ac —and the zealous efforts of her enemies in preaching a peculiar charm which all appre tian of another Christian society, said “surely
we have adopted the Latin interpretation of here, which is now assuming new importance tion till they receive my report, as they will the use of all these means of injuring her, ciated. He dearly loved the Liturgy of the this must be his last message to Richmond.”
the “ filioque.” I maintained, however, that I can do something for my Syrian brethren find therein the details of my plans and the when added to the sore evils under which she church, and as in its eloquent and holy strains It was so, two days after he obeyed the call
even at present, our standards were capable of Mesopotamia.
grounds of them. The'former differ in seve had before groaned, constituted a burden too he presented to God the prayers and praises of duty, and commenced in liis 80th year, a
of an interpretation consistent with Scripture,
I need not say that in all these efforts I ral important particulars from the first design, heavy for her strength, and she sunk to the of his people, he often wept.
Love to God journey of 150 miles to Lynchburg, to per
inasmuch as the Holy Ghost, being sent by have the hearty concurrence and co-operation partly on account of the purely ecclesiastical dust. An extended population being thus and love to man dwelt in his bosom and per form Episcopal functions.
He arrived in
the Son, may be said to proceed from Him, of my respected colleague; our maxim being character which the work has assumed, and deprived in a great degree of their religious vaded his conversation and sermons/ He Lynchburg on Thursday, the.Sth of Novem
though in a sense different from that of His to keep, from this high post of observation, partly on account of civil changes in the coun teachers and of moral restraints, and exposed could seldom speak of the dying love of ber.- On Friday he attended Divine service
procession from the Father.
all the Eastern churches under survey, a id to try. In the mean time, I consider the follow during many years to all the distracting and ■Christ without tears; and, like the beloved in the forenoon—in the afternoon he met at
I was rejoiced to find the Syrian Church act upon each part as we find opportunity.— ing as the immediate results gained by my demoralizing influences of war, presented, Apostle, whom Jesus most loved, and whom the Rector’s house the candidates for confirm
after the protracted troubles were over, an he greatly resembled in character, the pre ation, and made them a very admirable
more pure and primitive in its doctrines and The work is one reaching over all the East, late mission:—
1. Formal correspondence has been com inviting field for that subtle system of infi vailing sentiment of this aged Minister of address on the qualifications for that holy
usuages even than I had supposed. Indeed and we can sec already a line of movements
ilis almost a perfect specimen ol what the begun, which promises to open into ever menced between the Syrian and American delity, which was introduced from France, Christ during his latter years was, “little rite—in the evening he attended servicer
and was zealously, and too successfully, dis children love one another.”
Universal church was in its earliest ages; be growing, ever-widening, results, of which no Churches.
O! that his again, and after a sermon by one of the pres
2. The approbation of the Patriarch has seminated hymen of high standing and talent. bereaved people may remember and obey this byters, he made an address which is repre
fore corruption had tainted the purity of its human being can estimate the value or the end.
youth. I speak of its doctrines, its ritual I believe that the Church has commenced been given to my plans for the benefit of his Added to the baleful influence of this de Godly admonition. They all love him, and sented to have been characterized by pathoAV
moralizing system, those who undertook, well they may; for there are few of the animation and energy in the highest degree;
here an enterprise which, though silent and people.
and its forms of worship.
3 He and the principal Metropolitans have under God, the arduous task of reviving the younger part of them whom he did not receive Eyes that seldom wept, were suffused with
But amidst all this outward beauty, the life unostentatious in its beginnings, is-destined, if
of the early church has departed. Darkness we persevere, to achieve wonderful things for been fully informed of the character and po church in Virginia, had to operate on the in those arms now cold and stiff in death, and tears, and some of the most hardened in im*
has covered the land, and gross darkness the the glory of God and the good of his Church. sition of the English and American churches. minds of a high-minded people, long unaccus at the baptismal font dedicate them to God’s penilency were softened, when the old and
Thus service and admit them into the Church of venerable servant of God, in tenderest ac
people. Ignorance universally prevails. The I believe that such principles cannot be ap Numerous and gross misrepresentations, dili tomed to the restraints of religion.
beautiful services of the Church are in ancient plied in such a field without producing mo gently inculcated by the Papists, have been infidelity, immorality, repugnance to restraint, Christ, and make them heirs of all the pre cents, and with outstretched and trembling
and inveterate prejudices against the Episco cious promises of the Christian Covenant. hands, and fervent love heralded for the last
Syriac, which not even all the clergy under mentous effects. I believe that the Western corrected, and right views imparted.
4. Arrangements have been made for sup pal Church; produced fearful difficulties in the O that they may never forget the obligations time the good tidings of the Gospel, and fen'
stand. The Bible is seldom to be found, ex Church cannot appear here in her Catholic
This great then assumed for them, and that they may not, treated them for Christ’s Sake to be recon
cepting in the churches. Instruction is al character, with her holy array of primitive plying several important schools with the way of a revival of the church.
work, however, was begun by a little band of by failure to comply with the conditions of ciled to God. That night, after a day spent
most unknown, and the most common depart doctrines and worship, and stand up before means of instruction.
5- Arrangements have been made for the faithful men, who trusted in God’s promise, salvation, forfeit that rich inheritance, the so usefully in his sacred office, and only about
ments of knowledge are, from want of books these Churches, and reveal herself as she is,
that “the gales of Hell should not prevail title to which was then bestowed upon them. ihree hours after his voice had proclaimed in
and means, inaccessible. “Do good to all without gaining for herself an influence such as circulation of the Holy Scriptures.
against his church.”
Still, at the lime of Most of those of his flock, who now mourn the temple of God, the gracious invitations of
she
has
never
exerted
and
never
can
exert
in
6.
Active
epistolary
correspondence
has
men,” said the Patriarch, when I encouraged
him to hope that the American Church would any other manner. In this view of our work I been commenced between the Patriarch and Bishop Moore’s arrival, the evils above men his loss, also had their earthly happiness his beloved Savior, the fatal shaft pierced
He cemented by him in holy matrimony.
The him which no skill could extract.
Feeling
do something for the relief of his people, “ do look upon the mission to Constantinople as the principal clergy and myself, the same hav tioned were still widely prevalent.
seemed to have been raised up by Divine large body of communicants now worshipping unwell a little after midnight, lie arose to call
?ood to all men, especially to those who are the most important of all, not excepting that ing relation solely to plans and labors for the
Providence to guide the church successfully in the Monumental Church, were all, with for help, but his strength failing him, he fell
If it is benefit of the Syrians.
of the household of faith.” I would takeup from which I have just returned.
He entered upon very few exceptions, admitted to that sacred on the floor, and lay there helpless for some
7. Much additional information has been through these difficulties.
the holy sentiment and send it into the ears abandoned, the East is abandoned. I would
the
arduous
task
at
fifty-two
years of age, means of grace by the imposition of his hands time before his returning strength enabled
not,
in
that
case,
go
to
Mesopotamia
myself,
acquired
with
regard
to
the
Syrian
Church;
and hearts of every member of the Church.
When raised
All our recent communications from America or advise that any one should go thither. plans of labor have been formed, and minute though with all the vigor, animation and zeal in the Apostolic and beautiful rite ol confirm him to make himself heard.
of youth.
Ilis evangelical system of doc ation. Often have they assembled around the and placed on his bed, he was fotnid to be'
would seem to show that there is a growing There would be no point that would be worth inquiries made with regard to expenses, and
trine, his pure and beautiful style of preach chancel before which his venerated remains laboring under a violent attack of pneumonia;
apathy instead of a growing interest in the the occupying unless it might be in Syria or other mattters of importance in our future
ing, the tenderness and pathos of his appeals, so lately lay cold in the embrace of death, and He lived for five days, suffering but very
Egypt.
This
is,
as
I
have
said,
the
highest
work.
Eastern Churches. I hope that it is not so
It is the seat of some
Other points might be added, but these are the gracefulness and eloquence of his delivery, seen that much-loved form instinct with life, little pain, and during rhosf of the time none;
or that it is but a temporary indication. But point of observation.
aided by a venerable foim, a countenance within their kneeling circle, and heard that Generally he was in a p/ofoutid stupor, hut
1118 an awful indication—an indication ol of the chief ecclesiastical powers of the East. enough to show you that, through the blessing
brethren whose bowels of mercy are shut It is the centre of life and action to the largest of God, I have not labored in vain, nor spent beaming with benevolence, and a heart glow gentle and dear voice, now silent for ever, occasionally he iouscd up, and his eyes
ing with love, rendered him to all an accept invite them in the most affectionate tones to and countenance would for a little while
a?ain their less favored brethren, who can look bodies of oriental Christians. It presents, in my strength for naught
able preacher.
itself
and
the
regions
which
surround
it,
one
the spiritual feast of their Lord, and receive : resume their usual intelligent and benevolent
bpon the ancient Church of Christ groaning
of
the
most
interesting
fields
of
usefulness
in
In his visitations through his new diocese, from his hand the emblems of the crucified expression. When thus himself, he was
°nder the oppression of Mahommedanism and
A SKETCH
crowds every where assembled to hear him, body and shed blood of their dying Redeemer. resigned, calm, full of peace and hope, and
5ofler it to groan on without a word of sym the land. These regions are more densely
OF THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
When asked whether
pathy—who can see it ravaged by wolves, populated by Christians than any other part RICHARD CHANNING MOORE, and charmed by the man, many went away Brethren, let the memory of these consecrated free from ail fear.
We have not as yet com
disarmed of their prejudices against his office scenes of the communion of saints never fade there was nothing to be done in reference to
e'enthe deadly wolves of schism—and extend of the country.
LATE BISHOP OF VIRGINIA.
The causes are
and his church. His gentle and conciliating from your minds, and never forget the faithful his temporal affairs, he said no, that every
n°tafinger for its protection. How will you menced systematic action.
plain.
It
is
now
a
year
since
the
mission
C Concluded.)
manner of pleading the claims of the Church teaching of thia Godly old man. Few of you thing had been attended to—that nothing
^swer, Christians, for these broken folds and
^bese wandering sheep? How will you an- was made complete by the arrival of a second
The next important change which occurred of their fathers, soon awakened in many who so lately followed this beloved pastor to j remained but to hid the Rev. Mr. Atkinsrn to
?"er 1° Him who has commanded you to be representative of the Church. Some months in the life of Dr. Moore, was his call to the families an attachment which had slumbered, his last resting place on earth, have not been j bear his love to his dear children. WhenThe mild, led by him to that city of the dead where his told (by Mr. Atkinson, at whose house he'
ot)e, to love as brethren, to bear one anoth- were given to preliminary investigations and Rectorship of the Monumental Church at Rich but had never become extinct.
8 burden? You cannot answer; you will various preparations for action. Much oi my mond. and to the Episcopate of Va. These forbearing and parental manner in which he dust will lie, until summoned on the resurrec died, and who, with his wife, were son and
The exercised the power of his office, won the tion morn by the archangel’s trump, to a new daughter to him in the absence of his Ofvri
e speechless in that day; a neglected duty own time was occupied in preparing for the events occurred in the spring of 1814.
Latterly, my ab peculiar history of the Church of which he now hearts of his ministry.
His widely spread and eternal life, and have there seen him children,) that death was at hand, he said, “It
^11 go with you into eternity, unless (which Mesopotamian mission.
grant) you arise at this eleventh hour sence has been a hindrance to action: for, became Rector, is too well known to require reputation for pietv and zeal, soon drew to commit your loved ones to the grave in the is well—I trust I am prepared cither for this
Ror it is the eleventh hour in this work, as you however humble and unimportant my agency more than the remark, that it was built upon his diocese a large accession ofefficienlclergy solemn service of your church, and with the World or the next. On Thursday, at about
” I use the term delegation instead of mission, as the site of the old Theatre, the burning of [Iis faithful inculcation of true religion ele trembling accents of the deepest sympathy half-past 1, A. ML, after hours of entire free
readily believe if you could see the
Jares which have grown while you slept,) and the latter, in its common acceptation, is not appli which had caused the death of more than a vated the tone of piety in the Church and and tenderest love. Remember also, these dom from pain, and in the gentlest and most
fend sincere, though late response to the cable to a work of the nature intended in the present hundred persons, and involved Richmond in secured the confidence of th« community solemn scenes, and 0, prepare to follow them peaceful manner, without a struggle or *
instance.
—......
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tablished in that important station. At the village
ot Plainfield, a tew miles north of the town of Cor
nish, an Episcopal society has been recently orpaniz-;d: and there is reason to believe, that it will be
permanently established. They are allowed in part
the use of a neat and convenient house of public
worship. The Bishop recently preached there, and
confirmed four parsons.
A new -and handsome Gothic church has been
built in Concord, and was Consecrated January 1,
lo40, by the Rt. Rev. Provisional Bishop of'the
Diocese. Another church, costing, with the land
on which it is built, more than 5500 dollars, has been
erected at Dover. The edifice is an uncommonly
beautiful model of Gothic arclntecture. It was connLt' ?'ev‘ 1l*s!|op Griswold, March
17, lcll. 1 ne I arish at Dover, though organized
only about two years since, is already one of the
largest and most flourishing in this Diocese. The
piety, liberality, and resources of the parishioners,
added to the zeal and faithfulness of their Pastor,
have already placed this pari,h on a strong founda“Sarvant of God ! well done;
Uon. It has been canonically received into union
Rest from thy loved employ:
with the Diocesan Convention. The Rev Mr Ten
The battle fought, the victory won,
Broeck was instituted Rector of St. Paul’s Church,
Enter thy Master’s joy.
Concord, January 2, 1845; and the Rev Mr llor
The voice at midnight came:
ton was instituted Rector ol St. Thomas’ church.
He started up to hear;
Dover, January 27th, 1841. The church at Salmon
A mortal arrow pierced his frame;
rails, Somersworth, which has been mostly shut
He fell— but felt no fear.
for several years on account of the burning of the
Tranquil amid alarms,
f actory in that place, and ot the dispersion of the
It found him in the field,
operatives, is occasionally opened on Sunday even
A veteran slumbering on his arms,
ings in summer. There is no immediate prospect
Beneath his red-cross shield:
of renewing manufacturing operations in that place.
His sword was in his hand,
The two parishes in llolderness, under the pastoral
Still warm with recent fight;
charge of the Rev. Mr. Fowle, have also, for some
Ready that moment, at command,
time, been closed, on account of his advanced age
and infirmities. He was ordained by Bishop SeaThrough rock and steel to smite.
bury, as far hack as the year 1787. There are a
Soldier of Christ! well done:
Praise be thy new employ;
Missionary Board and a Sunday School Board in
this Diocese, under the authority of the State Con
And while eternal ages run,
vention.
Rest in thy Saviour’s joy.”
I he amount of Missionary receipts and appropri
ations, has not been returned to this Committee.
REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE CHURCH. The Standing Committee have signed testimonials
for three Bishops elect.
Tins Diocese has been
The House of Clerical and Lay Deputies, in canonically separated from the Eastern Dioceie,
and
by
a
unanimous
vote
of
its
Convention, is placed
compliance with (he 7th Canon of 1835, respect
, under the supervision of the Rt. Rev. Bishop Gris
fully send to the-House of Bishops the following wold.

groan, this good man fell asleep in Jesus, and
now we believe, is in the society of the Pa
triarchs and Apostles, in a world of blessed
ness.
Laboring to the last, in the midst of his
duties, and zealously doing his Master’s work,
this old and faithful soldier of Christ fell with
his armor on, and brightly burnished with
recent use.
Well may the Apostle’s lan
guage be applied to him: “I have fought a
good fight; I have finished my course; I have
kept the faith; henceforth there is laid up for
me a crown of righteousness.”
The circumstances attending Bishop Moore’s
death render the following lines of Mont
gomery remarkably appropriate:

£l)c Ukatcm (fipistopnl ©bscrucr.
ORIGINAL.
For lhe Wee tern Epiecojal Obeen er.

CHRISTMAS HYMNS.
I.
All hail! the joyful day,
That saw the Saviour born I
We come in glad array,
To greet the happy morn,
When God—Emmanuel became,
“A child with us,” in Bethlehem.

How joyously along
The regions of the sky,
Then rolled the tide of song—
“Glory to God on high !
Good will on earth, and heavenly peace
To-day begin, and never cease !”
O’er all the upper plain
The harps of seraphim
Pour forth a joyous strain
Of lofty praise to Him—
The Lord, the blest, the undenled,
Who comes to earth a peaceful child.

11. What request did Caleb ground upon this
of Easter and others, and then estimate the
transaction!
And what remarkable interposition of
ECCLESIASTICAL CONSISTENCY—1LLIBE- probability of an universal change from pari
Providence prevented him from being separated from
RALITY.
ty to Episcopacy, without noise or tumuli’. his brethren! Numb. 14:6, 15.
• • •
“ Consistency is a jewel,” even in tempo The basis of Paley’s strong argument for the
ral matters or minor concerns. In matters truth of Christianity is, that it is an incredi
elje v^pisfopal Observer.
of religion its importance is scarcely calcula ble assumption against the current and con-1
ble. And if inconsistency in essentials be in
stilution of human nature to suppose that j THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PBESI
a high degree deprecable, it must be propor such men as the Aposdes might have died
CINCINNATI AND L0L1SYILLB;
tionally so in the non-essentials or exter
to promote a wilful falsehood. Not less in
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 25, l&ll.
nals of religion. God, in his providence,
credible is it we think, that the love of princi
has been pleased to permit Protestant Chrisple in the pious Presbyters of the third cen-; [Remittances on subscriptions, may be
stendom to be divided into sects or parties :
tury and the love of power in those of them free of expense to the office, through the Poeteach of which has its peculiarities.
The
who were corrupt, alike yielded to a palpa- Masters—letters being written by the subscribers
leading peculiarity of the Protestant Epis
ble usurpation without contentions great and signed and franked by the Post Masters.]
copal Church, is, as her name plainly im
enough to be seen with the utmost distinctness TWELFTH VOLUME.
ports, the office of a Bishop. And for those
through the glass of History.
T
eems
of
the 12th volume of the Western
who are connected with her communion, and
Our church is frequently charged with illiber- ’
Episcopal
Observer,
invariably iu advance: Single
especially with her ministry, to slight or ality towards other denominations, and we must i
copy
82;
for
5
copies,
88; for 10 copies, 815,
openly disparage that office, is a plain incon admit that we have often witnessed more exclu
*
#
*
Persons
obtaining
4 new subscribers, en.
sistency.
Such disparagement may win siveness than we think our standards warrant or i
smiles from other denominations, but it is not our leading peculiarities require. But in our titled to one paper for the year, gratis—those for.
likely to secure their respect. AVe have no liability to such a charge, we are not singular. warding with the money, the names of 10 nc»
sympathy with ultra-churchraanship, and we Baptists are charged with bigotry in so magnify- subscribers, entitled to three copies of the Obespecially eschew the ultraism of the Oxford ing their chief peculiarity as to shut out other J server for the year,
Iw the "■«'«« EpnoopD I

The shepherd-bands who watch
Keep o’er their flocks by night,
The heavenly numbers catch,
And echo with delight—
school, as being part and parcel of a system christains from their communion. Old School | „ Resolved, As the sense of this Contention
“Glory to God I and peace on earth !
that the spirit and ability with which the Heatcm
To- day the ‘ ‘Prince of Peace” hath birth! which has a direct tendency to lead us back to Presbyterians are charged with bigotry for

Rome. But in avoiding ultraism we see no scinding their new school brethren, and for recoin- Episcopal Observer is conducted merits the pa.
need of running into inconsistency, Which mending through their leading organs, that no tronage of thi8 Diocese.”—Manuscript Journal of
of these evils is the greater we shall not un ecclesiastical intercourse or communion be held the 24th Convention of the Diocese of Ohio.
On this, the day of days,
with the exscinded. And Methodists are charged
Each heart and voice employ:—
dertake to determine. We choose neither
with illiberality and sectarianism, in withdraw
“Glory to God 1—good will to men!”
THE SEASON.
Probably the four-fifths of the Communi
The angels’ song be sung again 1
ing their contributions from the American Tract
‘ Of the times and the seasons ” many of
cants of every Church, become such withou.
Society and Sunday School Union, and concen-I our readers “ have no need that we write
view of the State of the Church, compiled from
VERMONT.
any investigation of the question of polity
II.
trating them on their own press and publications. unto them.” It is profitable however, that
In this Diocese, the number of organized Parishes
Documents supplied by the Delegates from the
In such case they are bound to respect the Wre do not mention these charges either for
When Christ, the Prince of Peace was born,
is 37; Presbyters, 21: Deacons, 3: Candidates for
Dioceses respectively represented in this Conven Holy Orders, 3 Since the last General Conven
Glad hymns of praise the blest employ,
leading peculiarity of the Church to which praise or blame; but merely to show that if ob privately, and in the great congregation, and
tion there have been reported, Baptisms, 441; Con
J by all those means which help to stimulate ua
tion.
And Bethlehem's plain that hallowed morn,
they attach themselves, until they are satisfied noxious to the charge of exclusiveness, we are not
firmations, 259; Marriages, 92; Deaths, 75: present
Were vocal with the notes of joy.
In transmitting this report, the House of Cleri number of Communicants, 1250. To the Holy Or
by investigation, that it is so unscriptural or alone. And while we have a special love for be to a more earnest anil zealous discharge of
of Deacons, have been admitted 7 persons; of
cal and Lay Deputies solicit for the Church the der
Priests, 5 persons. The protracted and expensive
Then struck their harps the angel-train—
decidedly inexpedient, as to call for a change nevolent associations and union of effort among Christian and relative duty, we should observe
prayers and blessings of the Bishops, and request course ot litigation, to which the Diocese has been
“Glory to God on high be given 1
of their ecclesiastical relations. And if they christains, and lament that all Episcopalians do limes and seasons “ as the Church hath or
in maintaining the claim to a large landed
their counsel in a Pastoral Letter to the Clergy subjected,
Good will to all the sons of men 1
dained the same,” and as reverend Christian
property, generously appropriated to its use and be
be bound to the Church by other ties or love not concur with us, we think we can show that
Glad peace on earth, and joy in heaven 1”
nefit, by the Venerable Society in England, for the
and Members of the Church.
men
in all times, have found conducive to
Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign parts, has been
her for other sufficient reasons, it is a poor much of the illiberality with which our church
Signed by order of the House of Clerical and brought
to a close. From this source there is now
Yet not that jcy in heaven alone—
growth
in grace, and to godly edifying of the
herself
is
accused,
is
no
more
than
the
consistent
way to show their love by dwelling with the
an annual income of $3993; which is applied in part
Lay Deputies.
Judea’s shepherds swell the song,
people.
working
of
her
peculiar
organization.
to the support of the Episcopate, and in part to the
complacency or severity of opposers, upon
WM. E. WYATT, President.
And Eastern rnagii gladly own
aid of lire Churches.
The seasons of the Christian Advent,
For example, our church is charged with ex
her supposed defects.
The
Lord
of
all
the
star
ry
throng
!
Wm. Cooper Mead, Secretary.
MASSACHUSETTS.
the
Nativity, Epiphany, Easter, the As
clusiveness
because
she
does
notallow
ministers
The church in this Diocese, since the last Session
The writer of these paragraphs feels not
How comes the Son of God to Earthof the General Con vention. has been steadily, though
non-Episeopally
ordained
toofticiateat
her
alturs.
cension and Pentecost especially, (in the
MAINE.
the least objection to the name of a low
slowly advancing in numbers in respectibility and in
Willi pomp and might, and terror wild ?—Let us examine this charge. The law of ecclesiastical year) are so rich in sacred asso
A most unusual circumstance must be stated fluence, and as n is humbly hoped, ill true pietv, and
churchman, less probably than some of his
A
manger
is
his
place
of
birth,
the
spiritual
and
saving
knowledge
of
the
Lord
Jesus
mutual
liberality certainly must allow an Episco ciations, that no devout mind in the least
with respect to this Diocese. Net a single Cler Christ. Perhaps there is no part ol the country in
Himself a meek and lowly child 1
brethren in the ministry who differ from him
palian to think that his ordination is apostolic, enlarged by the truth which maketh free, can
gyman is now within its precincts, who was re which the principles and forms of our communion
feel to the term high, in the same connexion,
ported as belonging to it at the silling of the last have more or greater obstacles to encounter, aris
Glad then, as theirs, the hymns ice raise,
and a Presbyterian to entertain the same opinion fail to perceive that a fit observance of them
ing
from
the
fixed
habits
and
most
cherished
asso

lie is nevertheless a decided Churchman—and of his. Here we have cquul concessions. But
General Convention. This entire change of
Meek as his own, our tempers be,
ciations of the great body of the people: and vet,
greatly tends to promote an intelligent and
Clergy has much delayed the progress of the by a course of prudent and zealous operation, the
Till called to sing his highest praise
decided after what he considers a sufficient the practical conclusions which flow from these
lively tone of piety. As Christians “in the
church ; but, by the blessing of God, the vacant church has constantly increased in strength: and, in
Throughout a blest Eternity !.
investigation of the subject, lie is happy in concessions are different. A Presbyterian brother
C.
places have been supplied; and the church in extending its borders, has proportionately gained in
world,” we need these way-marks—need to
being able to express the spirit ol his investi may consistently admit me to exercise ministerial
Maine is now in a more flourishing condition, Lhe public estimation.
have our hearts warmed, and our motives to
'Phis Diocese contains one Bishop, 44 Presbyters,
gations and the principles of the decision at functions for him, because my Episcopal ordination
both externally and with respect to its spiritual and 5 Deacons. There are 43 organized Parishes,
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
zealous Christian duty, stimulated by such
state, than it ever was before. The church at in which are 41 church edifices, besides one in pro
which he has arrived, in the following passage is, in his estimation, nothing but Presbyteriul or
THE NATIVITY.
Bangor, which three years since was overwhelmed gress. New parishes have been formed in the large
mementos of the great events of our common
Can anything good come out of Nazareth? was from a tract by Dr. Miller, of Princeton, en dination, with some surplusage of huinap inven
with debt, and whose beautiful edifice was sub and flourishing towns of Charlestown and SpringChristianity.
The principle is one observed
field, and their success has equalled the most san
question asked by the proud, self-righteous titled, “ PRESBYTERIANISM THE TRULY PRIMI tion. But I cannot so readily reciprocate the
sequently taken upon execution, is now, by the guine expectations. Since the last Genert 1 Con
in
all
time
and
by
all men. Why should not
Pharisee,
respecting
our
Saviour,
because
became
great exertion of its late Rector, entirely free vention, 4 churches have been consecrated: — per
TIVE AND APOSTOLICAL CONSTITUTION OF THE favor, because according to my theory, I cannot
the
disciples
of
Christ
of all time as in the
from embarrassment, and though it is at present sons ha. e been ordained Priests, and — Deacons: 15 from that city. A similar question, I doubt not, CHURCH OF CHRIST: ---say that Presbyterial ordination includes Epis
without a pastor, it is in immediate expectation have been admitted as candidates for Holy Orders, is often asked or suggested, of the Episcopal
primitive
times,
so
regard
it in reference to
copal,
any
more
than
I
can
say
that
the
lesser
in

and one Clergyman has been displaced from the min
Amidst this diversity of sects and names,
of one; and there is every probability of its soon istry, at his own request, and for causes riot affecting Church, because she retains some of the forms
the
events
of
the
Christian
history?
cludes
the
greater,
or
the
shorter
covers
the
longer.
becomtnga strong church. In the summer of the his moral character. The number of Baptisms dur and usages of a branch of the chinch of Christ, it becomes to every intelligent and concienOur vnlunhlf* eori-eepondont “Leighton”
last year Mr. Freeman removed from Bangor to ing the same period, is 1435: of which 293 were which has become exceedingly corrupt, and, al tious Christian, a most interesting question— My ordination is to him only redundant, his is to
That <ho deficiency of Presbyterial has anticipated us in the remarks we had
adults: Communicants added, 1058, making the pre though in some things, retaining the form of Which of the various denominations which me defirimt
Augusta, the capital of the State, where he has sent
nuinlwr. !»oi Tiiuic nas ueeii auu bonnrina- godliness, by others she denies the power Uiticui,
succeeded in establishing a ehuu.li , amt a neat tions: 369 Marriages: and 821 Burials. In 37 Sun or at least renders it of more effect by human boar the name of Christain Churches, may be ordination extends to invalidity, the writer does intended to offer appropriate to the season of
considered as approaching nearest to the New
Gothic edifice is in the course of erection, which day Schools are 3364 Scholars. 'The Missionary
traditions, and the substitution of human mint Testament model? We freely acknowledge, not believe. But he certainly does hold, that if the Nativity. We commend his paper to our
will probably be reads- for consecration in Novem contributions have been—to the General Board,
84: Massachusetts Board, $5612 07: and for the mint of Christ. Among the correspond indeed, as Churches of Christ, all who hold the law of liberality accords to the church the readers.
The hymns of “C.,” one of the
ber. An abortiveattempt to establish the church $5511
to other religious and charitable purposes, $26,- ing usages of the two, is that of celebrating the
in that place, was made some years since; but as 564 29, making a total of $37,688 29. The Episco Nativity of our common Lord and Saviour. The the fundamentals of our holy religion, and right of holding Episcopancy as apostolic, the most gifted of our Western poets, will appro
very same law must allow her the privilege of oc
the effort was continued only a few weeks, it pal fund amounts to $14,091). There is also a So
priately introduce the article of “Leighton."
correspondence only holds in regard to the feast, consider it our duty to love and honor them
would not have been here mentioned, had it not ciety for the Relief of the Widows and Orphans of the manner being essentially different. Argu as such ; carefully avoiding all treatment of cupying the ground which she has taken, in
Clergymen, lately organised, which there
been noticed in the last Triennial Report, us a deceased
is no doubt will be well supported.
ment would not induce us to yield up the usage them that tends to the increase of strife ani' saying that no man shall execute ministerial func CLOSE OF THE ELEVENTH VOLUME.
congregation belonging to the Diocese. The
From the whole view of the condition of the because it has been, and is now, perverted by division, and that is contrary to ‘ godly edify tions “ in this church, except he hath received
The present number of the Observer
church in Portland has greatly increased within Church in Massachusetts, it is evident that the bless
others, nor would it, I presume, do away the ing.’ Still, it cannot be doubted, by any ra Episcopal ordination.”
brings another year of editorial labor to a
the last three years, and is now in a very flourish ing of God has accompanied its efforts and rested
its interests; and that, if its ministers and prejudices, and convince the judgment of those, tional man, that some one of these denomina
ing condition. Its edifice has been repaired, upon
It has also been objected to our church, that close.
We do not find it in our hearts to
members Continue faithful to their trust and their who in respect to this, as well as other usages of tions is nearer to the apostolic model, as a
renamed, and reconsecrated.
privileges, the time will soon come when it will as our church, think that no good can come out of Church of Christ, than any of the rest. she so binds her clergy and congregations to the review these duties with any measure of
The prejudice against the Episcopal church, sume the rank, and exert the influence which its
Nazareth. The proper keeping of this day is not Which of the whole number this is, is a seri use of the liturgy, as to interfere with free and vaunting complacency, or to persuade our
derived from our puritanic forefathers, which has apostolic character and its inherent excellence may
in itself an essential point to man’s salvation, but ous question in the view of every one who full intercourse with other denominations. But
justly claim.
selves that they might not have been dis
so long retarded the growth of the church in New
the close preparation for the worthy partaking of wishes to know the will of Christ, and who are our differing brethren liberal enough to allow
RHODE ISLAND.
England, is rapidly passing away. It is not long
charged
by other hands with far greater profit
The coudition of the church in Rhode Island, the holy feast, with which the day is commemo desires to be found walking in that way which
since that few of any other denomination be since
that we have a right to think a liturgical service to our readers, and edification to the Church.
the last meeting of the General Convention, rated, is essential to that end, though not more
was tiod by the inspired apostles, and in
lieved that any real piety could be found among has been such as to give occasion for continued
best for all occasions of public worship, and so It is however a subject of heartfelt gratitude,
essential than that at all times when the blessed
which they left the Church harmoniously
its members ; but now it is treated by them all thanksgiving to the great Head of the Church. Not
ordinance of the Lord’s Supper is administered
thinking
to establish it? If yea, then how is it
withstanding
the
removal
from
the
State
of
several
as an evangelical church. Efficient laborers are
that in our weekly visits to some twelve
walking, when they ceased from their la
the parochial Clergy, and the loss of one beloved But circumstances often give peculiar effect to
to be effectually established, but by making it
now only wanting, with the continued favor of of
bors.
”
hundred families of the Episcopal Church of
brother by death, the churches have been generally things which are of themselves effective without
the Almighty, for its rapid increase; and more supplied without serious inconvenience or delay—
Now after a candid examination of the sub binding ? Who does not see at a glance, that to the West, we have reason to know, that in
any
attending
circumstances
more
than
ordinary
congregations might now have been reported, but and the Divine blessing 1ms attended the labors of
Thus it is with the keeping of this day as a Festi ject, we sincerely believe that in respect make it entirely optional, would be no establish
so great a portion of them, our sheet has
for the continued change among the Clergy, his servants, in their various efforts to advance the
cause of religion, and promote the common welfare val of the church ; not that the day in itself has
to polity, we are “ walking in that way which ment of it at all7 These considerations duly been cordially welcomed as an instructive and
spoken of above. There are several places, of society. The present state of the church may be
any thing peculiarly holy in it, but that it is the
weighed, will show that many of the charges Of
where, with suitable exertion, societies might be gathered from the following details.
day, or supposed to be, and as such is celebrated, was trod by the inspired apostles, and in
Beyond this we hare
Tbs number of organized Parishes is eighteen,
illiberality
brought against the church, would useful family paper.
established; and one where the services of a
as the day upon which the greatest blessing was which they left the Church harmoniously
which
are
all
but
one
supplied
with
clerical
services.
not
especially
aimed.
If, in the hands of
missionary have been urgently solicited.
amount to a demand to this effect, viz: “ vir
In these parishes there have been within three years conferred upon the whole world of mankind, that
There are 5 parishes, 4 of which have Rectors, admitted to Baptism, of adults, 234: of infants, 396: could have been conferred, because the greatest walking when they ceased from their labors.” tually set aside your Episcopacy and your liturgy, here and there a reader, our work has been
and the 5th is in immediate expectation of a min to Confimation, 499: and to Communion, 575. The that God, the Father and Creator could confer. The steps by which we have reached this
lightly esteemed, it affords us only the
uter. There are 5 Clergymen, one of whom is whole number of Communicants i3 1763 In con- Its proper observance then, is not a superstitious conclusion, are in substance the following:— or treat them as things of no sort of consequence,
stronger motive to future exertion, and more
neclion
with
these
parishes
there
are
18
Sunday
and
then
you
will
be
a
liberal
church
;
in
other
stationed at Houlton, as a chaplain and teacher in
Schools, comprising 2264 Pupils, and 233 Teachers. observance, as some might suppose, but it is an In the Acts and Epistles there is more evi
abundant reasons for humility and devout
the service of the U. States.
words,
be
substantially
non-Episcopalians,
and
The contributions of this Diocese during the last act of practical piety, wherein the Christian en
Two churches have been consecrated, and one three years, for religious and charitable objects have deavors and desires to glorify God the Father, dence of the Episcopal form than of any other. you will then be Christians of the right spirit.”
looking to the source of strength and wisdom.
amounted to upwards of twenty-four thousand dol
is in progress.
for the unspeakable gift of his only Son. Viewing When we come to the Apocalyptic Epistles to
J. T. B.
Of the future, we have already, in the Pro
lars.
Of
this
sum,
five
thousand
and
one
hundred
Two candidate? have been ordained Deacons,
dollars have been bestowed for missions within the it thus, who honor God most, those who do truly the Seven Churches, this evidence is increased
spectus
for the twelfth volume, sufficiently
and one Deacon admitted to Priest’s Orders.
Slate, about four thousand dollars for missions un love this holy feast, and do truly, and with godly
,<$917 have been contributed to the two Treasu der the arrangement of the General Board, and the sincerity ever endeavor to keep and celebrate it into a guiding probability. It is further con
spoken.
AVe cannot, however, forbear to
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
ries of the General Board of Missions, and per remainder for other and various objects.
firmed by the testimony of the Apostolic Fa
BIBLE CLASS QUESTIONS.
add,
that
we
are cheered, since the issue of
to
his
praise,
or
those
who
will
not
come
unto
it,
The plan of organization for conducting missions
haps $100 to the Domestic Missionary Society of within
the State is gratuitous and very efficient. nor permit its observance among them? Would thers Ireneus, Clement and Tertullion, to the Lesson 12th.----Murmurings and Rebellions of the that paper, with the kindest expressions ot
the State. These contributions, though much A board, of which lhe Bishop is ex-olficiu president, that all Christians might keep this day as a day
Israelites.
nakedfact, that Episcopacy prevailed in their
encouragement from various quarters, and,
^mailer than they should he, yet as they are more is appointed by a Canon of the Convention, called consecrated to the glory of God, and duly cele
1. With whom, and in what spirit, did the scheme
the
Missionary
Convocation,
composed
of
such
of
day,
and
had
been
established
by
the
apostles
;
than double what they were two years since,
brate
it
as
a
season
of
devout
thanksgi
zing,
and
of searching the land of Canaan originate? Deut. 1, with a single exception, by the decided expres
the Clergy as pledge themselves to contribute an an
t rken in connection with the increase of those nual
sum equal to one-tenth part of their ealar.es. praise for his mercy, manifested unto us by the and finally, our argument is crowned by the 22, &c. Was there any necessity for it? Did God sion of approval of our determination to
who renew their baptismal covenant in the holy The Convocation holds its regular meetings in the birth of his Son. God deemed it an event of no fact, that Episcopacy was confessedly preva
allow it, and why?
issue the Observer only for cash payment at
rite of confirmation, and the increasing numbers several parishes of the State as often as once in two mean importance, for he sent his holy angels to
2. Who were sent as spies? How many days
the beginning of the year.
, ,f communicants, may be considered as evidence months, and reports its doings annually to the Con announce the glorious event, and to unite in that lent at the end of the third century :—a very
vention. This plan has been found to combine se
important fact, which we think our dissent were they absent ? What report did they bring of
of growth in grace.
With feelings of lively and respectful in
veral advantages, whichAnight not be reached by any hymn of praise, of “ Glory to God in the highest,
the people, and what specimen of the fertility of the
The present number of Sunday School Teach- other mode of action. It has the security and fit and on earth, peace and good will to man.” He ing brethren must explain, or yield the con
land
?
terest
in the happiness of the numerous fire
■ rs. is 72 ; Scholars, 430; Communicants, 374. ness of the best Church Order, with the vigor and sent the star, “the star of Bethlehem” to guide
clusion, that Episcopacy was Apostolic
3. Name the two faithful spies, and give the sides which we visit each week during the
Owing to the change of Clergymen, the reports pliability of our associations purely voluntary. It wise men to the lowly manger where the babe
brings the Clergy into frequent, and sacred, and of
meaning of their names ? What reward had they
are not sufficiently accurate to enable a statement consequence, the most fraternal and pleasant inter was laid. If God thus celebrated this ever glori in its origin. The learned author of the
for their fidelity, end what punishment befel the year, and with the fervent prayer, that “grace,
to be made of the Baptisms, Deaths, and Marri- course, and carries into every parish, as otten as once ous advent of his Son, is it not most fit and proper tract already quoted, admits that this transi
mercy and peace may be multiplied nntn
others ?
in two years, their united influence.
-,’83. Number Confirmed, 1S5.
that his own children should commemorate a tion must have taken place during the third
4. What effect had the report of lhe ten spies on them,” we close the labors of the present
For a Diocese, smali as ours, we are convinced
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
tliis is the best missionary organization that could be day of such transcendent importance, and unite century; but although he professes to give the people? What did they propose to do, and what
volume—only adding in this connexion, tke
The condition of the church in this Dioces", is advocated. In a larger field it might he necessary their hearts with their voices, in celebrating so some faint quotations from the Fathers, re rendered the idea wicked and absurd?
Licidedly batter than it was at the last General Con- to divide the labor. Three clmrchcs have been con auspicious an event, which brought salvation
5. How did Caleb and Joshua express their grief ? apostolic request, “brelhren, pray for us?"
,-sntion. It numbers now ten Clergymen, twelve secrated. and ten persons have been received as Can into the world, and gave unspeakable gifts unto specting the gradual manner in which the
Mention
some similar instances? What did the
Parishes, about 420 Families, and 500 Cominuni- didates for Holy Orders.
The communications of the Rectors of
all mankind? These are some of the circum change took place, his citations are not satis people propose to do to them, and how were they
C To ba continued.)
mts. There have been 227 Baptisms; of which 50
stances which combine to make this feast not only factory, nor has there ever vet been produced prevented ?
vere adults, and 177 were children. There have
Christ’s Church and St. Paul’s, in Cincinnati)
proper, but important, as it brings near to the
>«en 51 Marriages: 131 Funerals: and 103 persons
6. What did God threaten ? How did Moses and of St. Paul’s, Louisville, will hereafter
The New York Commercial says the young lady
we bean Confirmed. There are 310 Sunday Seholdevout
and humble believer, the remembrance of any adequate testimony from Church His
and 70 Teachers. There is one Parish Library. who threw herself into the Sound from the steam that day when man’s salvation was as fully tory to this point. To suppose that so great deprecate the sentence ? What punishment was usually appear in the department of “ Origf
inflicted ?
• >ntainin<r about 400 volumes: and there are severa boat the other night, was the daughter of Mr. Dun
-’.unday School Libraries, containing more than 80.) can Phyla, of that city, about 18 years of age. It wrought out in the purposes of the divine will by a transition took place without noise, or that
7. In what way did they next show their folly ? nal matter,” under their respective initials.
. . the birth of our most blessed Lord and Saviour,
flumes. Three persons have recently made appli adds:
Why could they not defeat the Canaanites? 39—45.
Presbyter
after
Presbyter
bowed
his
neck
A year’s uninterrupted harmony in ouT
“
The
deceased
was
a
member
ol
Dr.
Spring
s
cation to be Candidates for Orders; and their testi
as subsequently by his death, resurrection, and
8. What reason does the Apostle assign why thev editorial relations, has but increased
inornate are under consideration: one person is a Church, and was in her seal on Sunday (yesterday
to
the
Episcopal
yoke
—
without
a
conflict
could not enter Canaan? What is there in the con
indidate for Orders; one person has been ordained week) and we believe at the Thursday evening lec- exaltation.
Oh let us come up Christian friends, to this holy- loud and prominent enough to be traced with duct of men in reference to a better country that affection and respect for those dear brethren,
, Lteacon: and two persons have been ordained tor'*. She had been in a distressed state of mind for
• •rests. Episcopal services have been performed .several weeks past, and on Friday was requested to feast, and with solemn joy, animate each other to ease in history is a supposition too violent corresponds with this of the Jews?
and in this modification of our arrangement,
• veral times at Manchester, a new and flourishing loin a small party of the family, on a visit to Provi songs of praise and thanksgiving.
9. What practical use would the Apostle have us under which their papers will appear as c*
for candor. Let any one recollect the fierce
•inufacturiiig village, which has rapidly increased dence, expecting to'return on Tuesday (to-morrow.)
“ Hark I the herald angels sing,
• i a population ofabout 44 •>1 inhabitants. An Lpis- On Saturdav, however, she insisted on returning
contentions which took place in the ancient to make of this fact in their history ? Heb. 3: 11, gular and pledged contributions, instead ol
Glory to the new-born King,
■: >pal society will probably soon he organized there: im i ediaielv, on account of her health, it being ne
Ac. 4: 1, 2.
cessary,
ns'slic
alleged,
to
take
some
medicine.
She
Peace
on
earth,
and
mercy
mild,
Church, in regard to much more trivial
and they are solicitous of the services of a regularly
10. How is the character of the Christian exhib- editorials, vcc trust there will be no loss to
retired
to
her
birth
with
the
other
ladies
in
the
God
and
sinners
reconciled.
”
ttled minister among t’ etu. Could our General
pointe
:
such
as
the
time
of
keeping
the
feast
evening-,
but
at
daylight
yesterday
momingshe
was
our readers.
led
in the case of Caleb and Joshua ? 14, 24.
L
ekkitox
.
’•’issiqnary Society render them aid for two or three
irs, a large society would doubtless soon be es missing—her clothes only remaining.

Then let glad hymns of praise,
And holy songs of joy,
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thoughts on the supply of the
MINISTRY.

A Card.

The Washingtonian correspondent of the National
Gazette, says, that Robert Tyler, Esq., private sec

PROSPECTUS '

ISS CARPENTER will open a School for
We beg leave respectfully to ask the atten retary to the President, has a poem in press in New
the instruction of Young Ladies, in the usual
OF THE
Dear Brethren :
branches of a thorough English education—in the
tion of our readers to the Prospectus of the York.
Death of Clarinda.—The Edinburg Evening basement room of the Episcopal Church, Medina,
In a former number I alluded to the case of Pictorial jlagazine in another part of our
Post, announces the death of Mrs. Maclehose, bet Medina county seat, on Wednesday, the. 20th of
those who might have the desire, but not the paper.
ter known as Burns’ correspondent ‘•Clarinda.” October, 1841." She hopes the course of instruction,
unremitted attention to morals and manners, accom
She was upwards of 80 years of age.
pecuniary ability to educate their sons for the
modation for board, etc., will be such as to give
.The favor already shown toward this design
DEVOTED TO THE
Milk Powders.—A Russian chemist bas discov satisfaction to those who may choose to commit
Ministry. There are doubtless many such in the of instructing and amusing the young by
ered a method of evaporating milk by a gentle heat, iheir daughters to her charge.
church—fathers and mothers, who would gladly
The year will be divided into quarters of eleven
a beautifully executed Monthly Magazine, until only a white powder remains. When the arti
cle is wanted, mix water with the powder, and new weeks each, with a vacation at the close of the
devote their sons to the service of the Lord, but
specially devoted to these objects, leads us to milk will be easily produced.
second and fourth.
C?
SBZ3B.
the expense is beyond their means. No one,
The school will be divided into three classes, and
anticipate for it a wide circulation at the W est.
Patent artificial skating floors are about to be the terms of tuition will be as follows:
certainly, is required to perform impossibilities;
opened
in
London,
for
the
accommodation
of
the
The playful “Prose-Rhyme” taken from the public. These artificial floors, it is said, have all The First class, comprising Rhetoric and
but yet it is the acknowledged duly of all who
Metaphysics, with the Natural Sci
1st No. as it is passing through the press, will the appeaiance of ice, and upon them the common
£5 00
are called by the name of Christ, to do what they
skate is used with the same facility as upon real ice. The ences
EDITED BY MISS COXE,
Second class—Critical Reading,
sufficiently
indicate
that
feature
of
the
Maga

can for the cause of Christ; and, as the heading
Wriling, Composition, English Gram
Disaster at Sea.—The captain of the ship
AUTHOR OF “THE YOUNG LADY'S COMPANION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES," “ WONDERS OF THE
mar, Arithmetic, Geography, Map
of an excellent article in your Iasi number de zine, while the graver tone of most of the Ocean, from this port to New-Orleans, on the 13th
DEEP,” “INFANT BROTHER,’’ - VISIT TO NAHANT,” “ LIFE OF WYCLIFFE,” Ac. Ac.
Drawing, etc
4 00
ult., saw a boat nearly a mile to windward, but be
clares, “ where there is a will, there is a way.” published works of the Editor, will be a suf fore they were able to reach her, she had swamped The Third class—Reading and Spelling,
Introductory Geography, and Men
What one cannot do, perhaps two or more can. ficient guaranty that its pages will not be in the heavy sea. and four men in her perished just
tal Arithmetic; with plain Needle
as the hope of succor began to dawn. The boat
This Magazine will appear monthly, on fine paper and with new and beautiful type
The principle of associated effort is not a new either uninstructive or unedifying.
work
3 00
probably belonged to some wrecked vessel of whose
References:
—
Rev.
Win.
Granville,
Rector
of
the
loss
these
were
the
only
survivors.
Each
number will contain thirty-two Youth's Quarto pages, with striking and fine
one. We have in this Diocese a Missionary and
Parish: Rev. B. C. Baldwin, pastor of Presbyterian
S
lave
T
rade
H
orrors
.
—
A
schooner,
under
Education Society, the very design of which is to
We have received from Bishop McIlvaine, twenty tons, with one hundred and twenty slaves on church: James Carpenter, Esq , Attorney at Law, pictorial embellishments. The matter will be almost wholly original and from writers
W. H. Canfield, Esq , Attorney at Law, and
furnish a ready channel, by which individual con whose health we regret to say has been very board, has been captured by one of the Queen’s crui and
late Auditor of the county.
of established reputation. The first number will be issued on the 1st day of Janu.'
on the African coast. With the exception of Extra charges for French Language, Music and
tributions may be brought together and applied indifferent since his return from General Con sers
two, all the slaves were under eleven years of age, Drawing, eta.
ary, 1842.
to their intended purpose. One department of
being remarked, that they “packed” better, and
vention, the following memoranda of clerical it
made cheaper “stowage” than adults. The disgust
that Society contemplates precisely the object
I feel happy, in being able to recommend to
ing profligacies to which these children were subject
changes.
SKBSBSffSa
for which we plead, viz: the education of young
ed by the crew, cannot be detailed.—London Leitter the public the above institution, under the care of so
worthy and able a preceptress and principal. Miss
The Rev. Lyman Freeman has removed, of N. Y. Post.
men for the Ministry.
Carpenter, both for ability and manners, needs no
Invariably in Advance—Single copy, per annum, one dollar and fifty cents. Five copies
by letter dimissory, from the Diocese of
A New Piano.—M. Isoard, of Paris, has in recommendation. The location of such a school in
We have, moreover, a Seminary in which are
per annum, by a Single person, six dollars. Ten copies ar.d over, per annum, by any one person;
Pennsylvania, and become Rector of St. vented a piano, in which the sounds produced by Medina 1 have long wished, and now recommend it one dollar a copy. Single copy of cazk number, eighteen and three-fourth cents; Seven copies of
the hammer in the ordinary way, are prolonged in to the public of this section of the country, both on
facilities unsurpassed by any institution in the
Paul’s, Akron.
their vibrations, by a current of air passing over the account of the healthiness of its situation, and its do., one dollar — twelve copies of do., one dollar and fifty cents.
land, for acquiring a sound theological education.
strings, and thus equal the swell and volume of the freedom from manufacturing influence. Medina
CO” AH communications for the columns of the Magazine must be directed Post-paid, to the
The Rev. S. G. Davis has removed, by organ.
occupies the summit land of tiie State: its high ianJ, Editor, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Here then is a way—a ready and convenient
***A11 returns of subscribers’ names, and remittances of money, must be made to the Agent of
Tiie shaft of the Artesian well at Southampton therefore, prevents any stagnant waters from being
mode, furnished by the church herself, through letter dimissory, from the Diocese of Virgi
(Eng.) has reached the chalk, oi great water-bearing around it, especially as a small river tends to carry the Western Clnireh Press, Wood’s Buildings, Sycamore, near Fourth-street, Cincinnati.
nia,
and
taken
charge
of
Christ
’
s
Church,
which all her members, the poor as well as the
copy of the Prospectus may be returned with the names of subscribers residing in Cincinnati#
stratum—a depth of 4,0t'0 feet. The shaft is still off rapidly any unwholesome smells from vegetation.
It has also two stages passing every day, and is
proceeding at seven feet diameter.
rich, may contribute to the supply of her wants. Franklin.
ready of access from every section of the country through the Post-Office. It is desirable that it be sent by the 28th December.
Editors arc requested to give this Prospectus one or more insertions,
The Rev. Joseph Large has taken charge
The Commissioners of the Croton Water Works, around, accompanied with good roads. Our church
Ifa single individual cannot defray the entire ex
Cincinnati, December 20, 1841.
New York, have been offered 525,000 for the exclu, lias steady and regular services every Sabbath, as
of
St.
Paul
’
s,
Maumee
City,
as
missionary
pense of carrying a candidate for the Ministry
sive privilege of taking ice from the reservoirs during also has the Presbyterian, Baptist and Methodist
the winter.
societies. Good boarding-houses can be obtained,
through the prescribed course of studies, he may under the General Society.
On the Worcester Railroad, Massachusetts, an either for such who prefer working foi their board,
at least aid him to some extent; he may co
The Rev. E. Loundsbury has been oblig
otherwise, from $1 to $1 50 per week.
elderly woman was discovered by the side of the or The
second term will commence early in January;
operate with his brethren in effecting that object. ed by ill health to resign the Parish of Tol track, picking up chips. *Tlie whistle was sounded,
and
ns an early application is necessaiy, it is de
but being perhaps partially deaf, she did not move, sirable
Two or three individuals might unite together in edo.
all who wish to commence with the
and the engine striking her on the head, she was classes, that
will be in time. Any young lady committed
the education of some pious and deserving youth
killed instantly.
to my trust in oversight, shall have my closest
MR. ZACHOS’ SELECT SCHOOL.
of their acquaintance, and thus furnish another
A Retrograde Step.—A Mr. McNulty has of attention to her inoral, intellectual and Chiistian
After the Christmas Holy days, at the fered a resolution in the House of Representatives guidance.
laborer for the Lord’s vineyard. There are many
Yours respectfully,
of this State ‘ instructing the School Committee to
pious young men in our communion, who, with beginning of the new year, Mr. Zachos will examine and report upon the expediency of rcpealino
Wm. Granville,
Rector of St. Paul's, Medina.
the
Common
School
law,
and
all
laws
amendatory
but slight assistance, might be enabled to go be prepared to receive two or three more
thereto.” Is our country becoming too enlightened
The Young Kady’s Companion.
through a course of theological studies, and be pupils.
We refer our readers to the adver- for some politicians ?
SAAC N. WHITING, Columbus, has published
prepared for the Ministry.
Wreck.—The steamer Savcnnah has been lost
tizement of his school in another column.
the Young Lady’s Companion: in a series of
in a gale off Cape Hatteras. One boat’s crew were
They have parents, it may be, who are willing
Letters. By Margaret Coxe, author of “Botany of
picked by a schooner, and taken to Charleston.the
Scriptures,” “Wonders of the Deep,” &c. &c.
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
to toil hard and sacrifice much, for the purpose of
The town of Cartago, in Central America, con &c. I vol. roy. 12ino. Pages, 350. Printed on a
We
welcome
again
the
valuable
papers
of
taining
30,000
inhabitants,
was
destroyed
by
an
enabling their son to accomplish his cherished
superior quality of Eastern paper, and handsomely
earthquake, about the middle of September last. bound in Muslin. Price $1 25.
A Short Prose-Rhyme Epi9tlc to
desire ; but, with all their exertions, they can “ F.” One of them will appear in our next.
Two houses only were left standing.
From the following table of contents, a pretty
The interesting translation from the Welsh
supply only a part of the required aid, and unless
correct
estimate
may
he
formed
of
the
character
of
The Russian Steamer Kamschatka, lately built in
work: Importance of forming just views of life:
JAMES NICHOLAS NEW YEAR, AND OTHERS,
the remainder is afforded from some friendly language, offered for our columns, will have place this country, was at Copenhagen on the 3d Novem the
Female influence; Means for the exercise of influ
ber.
She performed well.
early.
source, they must turn back from their holy pur
ence; Conversation; Intellectual and moral Disci
BY THE PiCTCRiAL MAGAZINE ITSELF,
Rev. Septimus Toston has been elected Chaplain pline: Government of the Thoughts; Formation of
It would afford us great pleasure to hear again
pose—repress their zeal, bury their talents in some
to the Senate of the United Slates, and the Rev. Habits; Acquisition of Knowledge; Study of the
Bible; Elementary Branches of Education; Geog ip*
worldly pursuit, and be comparatively lost to the and often, from the learned friend whose poetical J. N. Matfitt to the House of Representives.
|Y VERY DEAR JAMES,---- (I great care. It is gemmed with bright truth fpf
version from the Italian, had place some weeks
The Sale of Pe;/s in a Methodist Episcopal Church raphy; History: the Languages; Poetry, Natural
omit other names,)-now that the eye of our youth — its rich and rare mean*
church.
History;
Zoology;
Conehology,
Botany;
Miner

in Philadelphia, took place lately. As high as §165
since in our columns.
Christmas is past, and the ' ing, is wrought from the gleaning, of geniur
alogy;
Geology;
General
Reading;
Accomplish

premium was offered. The total value of the pews
r.
\
The efficiency of our Education Society has
ments; Music, Drawing and Painting; Government
New Year at last, has come i and taste, and should not with rude haste, be
sold was nearly $20,006.
hitherto been greatly crippled for the want of
the Affections; Government of the Temper;
with his white frosty locks ; thrown from your hand; so I bid you to stand
Conscience.—The Secretary of the Treasury ac of
of the Passions and Appetites; Filial
funds. A few scholarships have been founded, and BISHOP McILVAINE’S ORDINATION SER knowledges the receipt of fifty dollars, enlosed in Government
| on,—I thought it but fit, at my with a curious look — at this wonderful book!
Duties,
and
Behavior
Io
Elderly
People;
Sisterly
MON.
an anonymous letter, post-marked “New York, Duties and Privileges; Single Life; Domestic Econ ■.. 'ity
some aid rendered by the contributions of the
table to sit, and ind.tc you a I’r<Tm beginning to end, its pages were penned,
Tiiis Discourse, published at the request of Nov. 30.”
omy ; Behavior to Domestics; Work People and
pious; but how little lias been done proportion
Trades People; the Law of Consideration; Attend letter — I wish it were better. What I write you to instruct and amuse, — and ’twill never abuse,
It
is
estimated
that
Flour
and
Wheat
to
the
amount
ate to the wants of the church ! Let all who love the clerical and lay members of the late Con of 340,000 bhls. Flour, have been sent out of Michi ance upon the Sick; Deportment of the Sick; about, is new, ‘out and out.’ We’ll begin the a friend or a foe, but quietly go, on its errand
Health, and attention requisite for its preservation; New Year, with excellent cheer —for my bright
the church, and desire her prosperity, look to this vention of the Diocese of Ohio, is now out of gan this year, worth nearly $2,000,000.
of love, like the lark and the dove. As the year
Dress; Improvement of Time; etc. etc. etc.
Attempt
to
Fire
Two
Churches.
—
At
St.
John
’
s,
pngo<5. fit indeed for all ages, but most Circles round, it will ever be found, each month
press,
and
ready
for
delivery
at
the
office
of
The Publisher of the ‘You/m Early’s
matter. We are sometimes loud in our profes
N. B., an attempt was made on the 3 till nil in Grp i.«« great pleasure in presenting the following recomme »t. Jonn s ana i rim'ty churches. The Me niendatiiHiK of the work; the first from the pen of for the youthful, are attractive and truthful; und ; on its way — that is if you pay. Each month
sions of attachments. Let us show our love and the Observer.
chanics
’ Institute, which is just behind the church the lit. Rev. Bishop McIlvaine, and the oilier from I come to impart, to your mind and your heart, : will it strive, if the enterprise thrive, for your ear
An edition of 800 copies was ordered by the of St. John,
make good our professions, by contributing liber
was first set on fire, but the church was a distinguished Divine and Professor, both of whom what is learned by the wise, and what dearer
and your heart, so that e’er we shall part, you
Committee for Publication—about GOO copies undoubtedly the object in view.
ally to relieve her necessities.
have had opportunities of thoroughly examining the they prize, than gold from the mine, though it
will say of each one, ’tis cleverly done/
work:
Tiie Savannah.—All the persons who were on
I conclude with a stirring extract from the having been subscribed for.
glitter and shine. I think it quite clear, that a i
“To Mr. Isaac N. Whiting:
The first of the series (to answer your que
board the steamship Savannah, at the time of her
The Clergy of Steubenville, Springfield, wreck off Cape Hatteras, have been saved, except
“Dear Sir,—In compliance with your request, gift for New Year,should come in a way, some- ; ries; dear James) is intended to be, as you already
sermon of Bishop Kemper before the Board of
I have examined the work you have just published,
Columbus, Zanesville, Massillon, Gambier, Mr. Johnson, merchant of New York, and the first the
Missions at their late meeting :
‘Young Lady’s Companion,’ by Miss Margaret what tripping and gay: so I greet you friend I see, a Gift for the Season, affd that for good
engineer of the vessel, M. Fitzpatrick, who drifted
Coxe; and I have no hesitation in expressing a very James, and the other dear names, in a spirit as reason.
“Constrained by the love of Christ, that love Cleveland, Portsmouth, Maumee city, Wheel off in the small boat.
favorable opinion of its merits and adaptation foi
Now give me your hand —
Square Pillars.—Some of the stone pillars at extensive usefulness. The subjects are judiciously blahd, as you well can demand; with an eye
which induced him to humble himself even to ing, and the senior Warden of the Church of
tached to the New Exchange in Boston are square. selected ; the sentiments and advice are sound, prac clear and bright as the fresh morning light, and
I’m Yours to command.
the agonies and death of the cross, to rescue us Chillicothe, are requested to inform us by Some are asking, if they are neither Roman nor tical and very appropiiate; a wise moderation per
a skip and a jingle, like the fairy Chryss-K ingle. :
P. M/
Grecian,
what
are
they
?
Probably
they
are
of
the
from unutterable woe, we are to prove our faith what means their respective packages shall be
vades the work; the aim is always at the promotion
This robe which J wear, was wrought with ; January 1st, 1842.
Yankee order.—N. Am.
of
the
very
best
features
of
Female
and
Christian
fulness by a deep and abiding interest for the forwarded.
Ralph Thompson, one of the firm of George Cook character; the marks of a well-read, well-thinking,
spiritual welfare of our fellow beings. God has
MR. ZACHOS’ SELECT SCHOOL.
Orders for additional copies will be promptly & Co., implicated in the late frauds on the Eagle discreet, delicate, and refined mind are apparent in
Eimtrncfion in the French and German
This School commenced on the 20lli inst.—It is
Bank of Boston, was arrested in New York, on the all the book; nothing is strained; the manners and
Uanguages.
commanded—and he who has tasted that the Lord attended to by the Agent of the -Press.
character
inculcated
are
such
a3
constitute
true
the design or the Principal to make it in the best
9th inst., while in a state of intoxication. On
J
’
^.HYZINSKI,
proposes to give inh
ladyship,
as
distinct
from
that
which
resides
merely
is gracious, will delight to do his will. Actuated
sense
select,
and
to
limit
it
to
a
small
number.
It is expected that cash will in every searching him, a roll of bank notes was found loose on the surface and lakes little heed to Hie affections
struction in the P rencli and German LanAs an educator, devoting his whole lime to the J <’
in his pocket, amounting to $14,000 ; also another
by the high and lofty views, and the sacred and
guages
to
those
who
may
desire
it.
instance be forwarded with the orders for the parcel, containing two checks on the Eagle Bank and principles. But the chief excellence of the thorough and accurate training of small classes, he
He is permitted to refer to the Rev. Dr. Biggs and
endearing motives which the scriptures continu
for $6,009. Thompson was so drunk that it was book is that it is begun, continued and ended with hopes to do justice to the trust reposed in him by
Rev. Dr. Colton, Professor Mitchell and Mr. VY. D,
parcels to the several places above mentioned. found impracticable to examine him until the next distinct and sound reference to Christian principles, parents*
ally inculcate, we cannot but feel, intensely feel,
Terms—$60—one half seniianually in advance. Gallagher.
, as being at the basis of all right education, and as
The subscribers resident in Cincinnati are day.
dec 18, 1841.
forming and governing ingredient of female as Desks furnished at cost.
for the degraded state of all who are aliens from
Miss Henrietta Ann Hart, sister ofCom. Hull, the
as of all other characters. Books for the train
requested to receive their copies at this office, died
Applications or inquires maybe made of the Prin
suddenly in New Haven, a few days ngo, from well
the hopes and the consolations of the Gospel.
CJtrififd Hoarhound Ciupiy.
a paralytic shock. Not appearing in the morning, ing of the youthful mind are radically defective, cipal at the school room, or of the Rev. Messrs.
Daily do we pray thy Kingdom come—come taking a receipt of the Agent for the monies her room was broken open, when she was found unless they be thus distinguished. 1 cannot but Brooke and Colton.
J. LOUDERBACK would most respectfully
anticipate
the
happiest
results
from
an
extensive
•„*His
School
Rooms
are
in
Woods
buildings,
Syc

paid.
helpless, and soon after expired.
with power and peace to every heart, as well as
. mfo/m the ladies and gentlemen of Cincin
circulation of the work.
amore, st., near ChristChurch, a few doors from
nati, and more especially such as are distressed will)
“Yours, &c.,
*** The subscription price is 12j cents
Accidental Death.—Thomas Moore, a hand on
our own. And who is not anxiously solicitous
4th st.
u troublesome cough or defective lungs, that he bas
“Chas. P. McIlvaine, D. D.,
the steamer Rodolph. came to a sudden death at
for the honor of his Lord—who does not cherish a copy.
a Safe and certain relief in the article of Clarified
New Orleans, on the 7tli instant, by falling into the “Bishop of the Prot. Epis. Church in the State of
Hoarhound Candy. His experience in manufacture
Ohio.
fly-wheel while asleep. Before the engine could he
an intense desire to enlarge his Master's kinging medical candies, enables him to say with confistopped, he was horribly mangled, being literally
“
This
work
is
designed
to
occupy
an
important
<jorn_ who is not ready to make some sacrifices
BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS OF TIIE
,
deuce,
that it exceeds any thing of the kind. The
tore in pieces. The deceased was a native of Cin /place in the Christian education of Young Ladies.
receipt for its manufacture, has been submitted to
cinnati.
OBSERVER AND PRESS.
for him who died that we might live ?” E. B.
It is a Companion, alike for the study, the boudoir
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ECCLESIASTICAL CONSISTENCY—
ILLIBERALITY.
The article of “J. T. B.” will have
weight, we doubt not, with some who regard
the grace of indifferentism (a new grace of
these latter times) as cardinal, and decry all
intelligent and real attachment to the Episcopal
Church as such.
In these days it is some
thing to define one’s position as that of a
“decided churchman,” indeed this is a desig
nation which we like far better than the much
abused and quite worn out shibboleths of
“high” and “low”—albeit we go not quite to
the depths of our brother “J. T. B.” in some of
his concessions. “Charity Ao/ieZA all things”
—and among them the validity, in some sort,
ofun-episcopal ordination, notwithstanding its
defectiveness. At any rate, she “vaunleth not
herself’—and when the gospel is preached,
“rejoiceth, yea, and will rejoice.”

REPORT ON THE STATE OF THE CHURCH.
We commence to-day, the publication of the
"Report of the state of the Church,” from the
Journal of the late General Convention, which
has just come to hand. We bespeak for this
document, (the Report,) the most attentive readas its several parts appear in successive
numbers of our paper.
The Rev. B. I. Haight has been unani
mously elected to the Professorship of Pas
toral Theology and Sacred Rhetoric, in the
General Theological Seminary.

It is our design at the beginning of the en
suing volume, to have Receipts for all pay
ments, sent to subscribers folded in the papers,
signed by the Agent of the Press, who will
be charged with all the business details of
the office.
Should any delay in any in
stance occur, of such receipts being for
warded, or any errors or delay in attention
to requests made in regard to the forward
ing papers to new subscribers, or the change
of direction, the office will be specially
obliged by receiving early notice, that such
inadvertences, as with the closest attention in
so many separate accounts and names of sub
scribers, may occur, may be promptly cor

rected.

SUMMARY.
Fbfe Negroes.—A bill lias passed the House in
Alabama, authorizing the Mayor of Mobile to issue
his warrant for the apprehension of any free negro
in the hay or at the wharf
Farrington, the late President of the Gallipolis
Bank, has he m sent back to Gallia county for a new
trial. The judgment in his case was reversed, in
consequence of I he admission of improper testimo
ny. The testimony thus admitted, it is said, was
unnecessary to his conviction; he will, therefore,
have a new trial, but which will, doubtless, result in
a second conviction.
Mr. Hatch introduced a resolution in the Ohio
Legislature, providing for the call of a convention
to amend the constitution, in the article organizing
the judiciary department; which was referred to a
committee of ten members. A motion was made to
instruct the committee to inquire into the expediency
of conferring on the Governor the veto power, which
was rejected — ayes 7, nays 62.
Not Profitable.—The Hariisburg Intelligencer
states, that the receipts from the Pennsylvania pub
lic works this year, will not amount to one mill on
of dollars, and" that this amount will be more than
absorbed in repairs Rr,d
payment of cwnal offi
cers.

Mr. Holmes has introduced into the Senate of
the Ohio Legislature, a resolution, providing that
so soon as the present contracts expire, the directors
of the Penitentiary be instructed so to employ con
vict labor in future, as not to come in competition
with the mechanical labor of this State.
M A K 15 I E ».

On the 21st ult., by the Rev. R. S. Elder, Min
ister of St. John’s, Worthington, Mr. John S.
Otstatts to Miss Balsora L. Bacon, both of Frank
lin county, Ohio.
By the same, on the 12th inst., Mr. Benjamin L.
Hill, of Birmingham, Erie county, Ohio, to Miss
Joanna Greer, of Worthington.

GRACE CHURCH.

The Treasurer in behalf of the Vestry, ac
knowledges with gratitude the continued liber
ality of the friends of Grace Church, by the re
ceipt of the following donations in addition to
former acknowledgments, viz: from
R. W. Lee, (nett proceeds of his
donation,)
...
- $100 00
D. K. Este,
50 00
Mr. Ilolbroock, (in part of $10,) 5 00
C. C. Walker, 5 00
B. Storer,
...
50 00
Ladies of St. Paul’s Church, by
the hands of Mrs. Dr. Rives,
viz:
Mrs. Wiggins, 5 00
.
“ N. Longworth, .
5 00
“ A. M. Longworth,
5 00
« Pomeroy, 5 00
« Cady,
5 00
.
«« Johnston, 5 00
.
« L. Anderson,
5 00
« Rives,
-■
5 00
Miss E. Longworth, 5 00
«« Rives,
•
5 00
Thomas Baird, of Covington,
11 25
Jacob Strader, .
50 00
Two members of St. Paul’s church, .
25 00
Samuel Wiggins,
50 00
L. E. Brewster,
Cincinnati, Dec. 23,1841.
Treasurer.

i several distinguished medical gentlemen of this city,
i (to whom reference will he given if required,) who’
j speak highly in its favor,
nee 18—1 m
East 4th street.

and the closet. The soundness ef its views of
Christian principle and duty, the refinement and
delicacy with which it touches on those minute
details of female manners which form so essential a
part of the character of woman; its judicious sug
gestions upon the intellectual and practical parts of
education, and altogether, its healthful religious
tone, commend it to those who desire to see in the
hands of the young females of our country a work
at once attractive and instructive—a friend and com
panion uttering its counsels in the meekness of
Christian wisdom, and the purity and fidelity of
Christian truth.
“In the work of education the author of this work
seeks to place, as the only proper foundation, that
precious corner-stone of 1 he Gospel, which can alone
give permanence to tiie fabric designed to be
erected.”
For Sale in Cincinnati, at the Bookstores of
Edward Lucas and George Cox: in Circleville, at
1. Case and Co s; in New uk, at Samuel Wells’; in
Cleveland, at M. C. Younglove's; in Warren, at
Porter and Ide's; in New Lisbon, at B. L. and
H. Hanna’s; in Akron, at I. H. Beebe and Co’s;
at Cuy hoga Falls, at O. B. Beebe's.
Columbus. Dec. 25.

REENOUGH’S PATENT LAMPS AND
( IIEMICAL OIL-—file subscriber, proprie
tor of Greenough’s Patent Lamps and Chemical
has taken store No. 106 Main street, where lie has
now on hand a complete assortment of Lamps, for
stores, shops, churches, factories, hotels, steam
boats, etc., etc., consisting of a new style of sha
dowless lamps for parlors: study, Liverpool, mantle,
side, and branch lamps, etc., etc. This article has
been used in many of our principal hotels and most
respectable families for upwards of two years with
entire satisfaction, not a single instance having oc
curred during that period, wherein purchasers availed
themselves of the agent’s guarantee. Any one so
disposed can be satisfied that a single burner will
emit more light, at an expense of one cent per hour,
than three ordinary burners, consuming sperm oil
at an average expense of three cents each. A nother,
and not the least advantage from its use, is the sim
plicitv of the construction and cleanliness of the
chemical oil. It is warranted to be a far better and
cheaper artificial light than any other now in use.
Every lamp will be warranted; if not perfect, they
can he returned. Those about purchasing lamps,
would find it for their advantage to call at the store
of the subscriber, where the different kinds may be
eeeu in operation. Sold by
B. F. GREENOUGH,
dec 25lf
No. 106 Main nt., Cincinnati.

G

PIANO AXn 'i 111T8ON.

Oil,
Tiie subscribers beg leave to inform their friends arid
the public, that they have opened th?ir new store,
onilt on the old siand, No. 120 Fifth Street, be
tween Vine and Race, which they have fitted up in
a handsome and commodious manner. In order to
retain the liberal patronage extended to tl-.ein, they
have enlarged their assortment of goods in their line,
both of their own manufacture and foreign market,
embracing Hosiery of all kinds like Silk, Spun Silk,
Merino, Cashmere, Segovia, Mohair, Worsted.
Lambs’ Wool and Woollen Stockings. Gloves, Shirts,
and Drawers of every description. Abo, they man
ufacture extensively the article of Corsetof the most
approved patterns, from France, which wears with
ease and coinforl. Also, Shoulder Braces, Gentle,
men’s Belts, Abdominal Compressers, made accord
ing to physical prescription.

elegant assortment of PIANO FORTES,
JL finished at the most approved Eastern Manu-'
factories, expressly fir the subscriber, is now en
tirely and safely received. These instruments con
tain the various late improvements, calculated tef
secure brilliancy, sweetness, and durability of lone;
—they justify the importer in giving the most unexceptionable warrants with the bills of sale, and can
he disposed of on the very lowest terms.— Orders
prom n. distance punctually intended to.
Tuition—In accordance with applications made
at. tiie Seminary, Parents are respectfully informed,
that a limited class of juvenile pupils will be com
menced with, immediate! V after the first of January;
in the instruction of which, the methods hitherto so’
successfully adopted, tor, not only impaTling the
most graceful style of perlormanje, but for convey
ing the useful and agreeable theoretic knowledge al
so, will be carefully attended to.
ri nsis for the class—$12 per quarter.
WILLIAM NlXOiV,
Musical Semixarv and i’i»so Forte Sai.oox,
Race Street, 3d door beduw Fourth;
Cincinnati, Dec. 18, 1841.
2t#

SS TETA f I GN WANTE1>.
•k N experienced and competent instructor* of
f % youth is desirous of obtaining a situation in a
private family or School in Cincinnati, during the
•winter. He is a member of the Episcopal Church,
and engaged in studies preparatory to the ministry,
lie is willing to devote from three to five hours to in
struction in the Latin and Greek Languages, Mathem. itics, the Natural Sciences, or the English
branches.
I’he most unexceptionable references will be giv^
en.
Address “A. B.“ through tiie Post Office, Cincin
natiDec mber, 11, IS4L

WHOLESALE AM) RETAIL-.

C. TRANCHANT At SON.
Cincinnati. December 25, l-’t41.

Office mid Residence <,f Or. Lawrence,
at dr.waldo’s, third street,

Near the Post Office.
Msy 22.

bo

21

E>r. »otiogh

Offers his profess! mal seiviccs to the inhabitants of
this City. Office on Sixth street, a few doors froirt
the corner of Race.
Residence 3rd street. South aide, two doors wes»
of Vme.
I July 13, 1841.
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1<. E. BUEWSTER,
PUBLISHED, AND FOB SALE BY THE
present with other children, mischief had been against me.’ Suppose, my dear, that God should
IMPORTANT TO CHURCHMEN.
r'fucral I’rotealaut Epiwopal Sunday School
STOCK
AND EXCHANGE
Thr Church Choir.
Euiou.
done. Suspecting the colored boy had taken part feel towards you, as you do towards William
SAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publish
£=3 5X1
LAX
©ONDUCTEl^Y THE AUTHOR OF THE “YOUNG LADY’S CQX1FAK*
Depository,
No.
26
Ann
Street,
heu>
1
ork.
er, Columbus, has published the Church Choir, a
in it, he inquired of his son if he knew this to Johnson, would you be happy? Do not there
CINCINNATI.
ION," «BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES,” “LIFE OF
collection of Sacred Music: comprising a great va
BOOKS OF INSTRUCTION.
be the case. The child, with some embarrass fore pray, my son, I beseech you, that prayer, riety of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, Anthems and
WFCLIFFE,” ETC- ETC
§4 00
lkitchrn Furniture.
Chants, arranged for the Organ 'or Piano-Forte, and Pninn Primer, per hundred,
ment, said he did not. He still thought he must until you have most sincerely forgiven him.”
1 75
Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
GENERAL assortment ot Kitchen Furniture
adapted
more
particularly
tu
the
Worship
of
the
00
do
PARENTAL FAITHFULNESS REWARDED. know; and on the following day he called him
do
Groceries, Queensware, Glassware, Waiter/
do
“ I see, mother,” said Frank, « that 1 ought not, Protestant Episcopal Church in the United Stales. do
do
Tea-Trays, Ac. For sale by
do
do
BY REV. HERMAN HOOKER.
up, and again questioned him : « Did you, niv and now my passion is over, I see 1 was very By Joseph Muenschuer, Professor of Biblical Liter do
50
i
do
May
8.
do
D. K. CADY.
do
ature in the Theological Seminary of the Protestant do
50 |
do
A few years since, I resided in the family ofa phy son,” said he, •• tell me the truth ?” Pausing a wicked in wanting that caue.”
Episcopal Church, Gambier, Ohio. In two parts. Questions on the S S Books,
00
Pictorial
Illustrations
of
the
Bible,
Part 1, contains the Rudiments of Vocal Music— First Truths,
TL-, x
75 1
sician of extensive practice, the parents of which little, the boy east himself upon his father, and,
“Iam glad to hear you say so, my child, and 1 Psalm and Hymn Tunes, etc. etc.
AND VIEWS IN THE HOLY LAND.
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism.)
were both well educated and devotedly pious.— with tears staiting from his eyes, said: “No, hope you will be more careful hereafter and not
undersigned has received a lot from the pubPart 2, contains Antliems, Sentences, Chains, etc. Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken imo short ° 0(1
questions and answers.)
do
°
I lisher—New-York, and would respectfully inThey had several children; and what was pecu papa, I did not. The colored boy told me that if permit such evil temper to take possession of your etc.
_ vile the public and the Christian community espe.
Both parts bound in one volume, Price, §1 25.— Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Btsh12 50
Hobart,) stiff covers,
c0
liarly remarkable, was the subjection of every I informed you he would kill me; and I, through soul. One good way to conquer our passions, is Each part may also be had by itself Part 1, by it
cially to call and examine it at his Periodical Agency
6
06
Catechism
No.
4,
(by
Cuming,)
do
Office, Third street, 3 doors West of Walnut, where
branch of this family to its proper head. The fear, promised him I would not.” He had seem to think of our blessed Saviour, especially when self, Price, $1, Part 2, by itselt, Price 624 cts.
Lloyd's
Catechism
on
the
Evidences
of
the
Hi
he has it for sale. They are highly recommenced
In the preparation of this collection of Sacred Mu
4 00 by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, u
children were trained to feel, and they conducted ed unhappy ever since his father inquired of him, he was led ftom Ge'.hsemane, and until he ex sic, it lias been the aim of the editor to furnish
ble,
d<>
1
50
Church Catechism,
do
worthy the particular attention of the public
accordingly, that they were never to hope to and his heart now sought relief in brokenness pired on the cross. You know he was spit upon, Churches with as great a variety of Tunes, compo Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
2 75
May 8.
C. TOBEY, ASera.
sed in different styles, and adapted to the various oc
50
do
obtain any thing by crying or complaint. They and contrition. The child’s statement was found and buffeted, and crowned with thorns, and casions of public worship, as the limits of the work Duty to God,
1
75
Church Primer,
do
seemed to know it to be their duty, and sought to be true in all respects. He was deeply peni mocked, and reviled, and crucified as a malefac would permit. The collection, it is believed, will Sunday-school office of devotion;do
3 00
be found sufficiently copious for all the ordinary
8 00
DENTIST.
the occasion, to prefer others to themselves; and, tent, and the father doubted if it was his duty to tor—and. yet we are told, that »he was led as o purposes of public and social worship. The An Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
3
00
do
Office—north side of Fourth St., west of Main.
thems and Set Pieces have been selected, as will be Harmony of the Creeds,
3
00
while thus endeavoring to conform to the great chastise him. He asked his son what he lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her seeu
on inspection, with special reference to the Fes Questions on the Book of Common Prayer,
N. B. All operations are Warranted, and no charge
3 00
rule of benevolence—seldom if ever disappoint should do: «< You must whip me father, as shearer is dumb, so he opened not his mouth.’— tivals and Fasts of the Episcopal Church. Instead Collects from the Prayer Book, do
11 00 will be made lor any operation that can be excelled
do
ofa figured bass, the music has all been carefully Questions on the Collects,
in
any respect by any Dentist in the United Slate.
ed—they w'ere happy children, characterized by- as you always said you should, or 'you will • When he was reviled, he reviled not again; arranged for the Orgau or Piano-Forte, from the Catechism on the Collects,
do
• 36 00
November 6, 1841.
10 00
Epistles
and
Gospels
from
the
Prayer
Book,
all that can command for youth respect and confi tell a lie,” was the answer. He reasoned when he suffered, he threatened not.’ His last conviction that many performers on those instru
11 00
ments have not had ttie opportunity to perfect them Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 60
FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
00
dence. One day 1 said to the mother—a woman with him : and, considering the peculiar circum prayer was for his murderers—‘Father forgive selves sufficiently in the science of music, to play Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
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pacities of Children. By Rev. Henry Blatk.lier
from figures.
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Il will be seen that the pages of the work are en
’
will think of him my son, it will aid you in get.
12 50 rector of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
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The Acts,
do
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riched with a variety of original compositions, pretheir dispositions appear so kind, even, and con the.ground that his father would tell a falsehood, ting the victory over your evil temper.’’
o
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do
pare,(expressly for this collection, ami also with pie
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence
do
do
3,
8 00 of God; the omniscience of God; the omnipotence
do
tented?” “We are, indeed, happy in this if he did not punish him. So earnest was his
•< I have a little 6tory here, which I thought ces from various English authors, not usually to be
A
discount
of
25
per
cent,
from
the
above
prices
of God: the justice of God: the holiness el God:
respect,” said she, “ but we owe it all to the grace son in this view of the case, that the father did would interest you, nnd I will read it for you, met wsth in this connlry.
'I’lie Ch rch Choir, for the short time it has been is allowed to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Union, the truth of God: the wisdom of God; the goodness
licit a a Y books.
of God. We have never had any other reliance not dare let him go unpunished, from the fear of especially as the little boy was just of your age. published, has been very favorably received by Proof God: the mercy of God.
The Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library
Works of God.—Creation: providenee redemp
lessors and friends of sacred music. The following
for the safety and happiness of our children even [ weakening the child’s confidence in his own recti 11 will give you the book, my son.”
63
vols.
18mo.
—
nett
price
20
cents
each.
tion.
are selections from among numerous notices of it.
The
Juvenile
Library,
5
vols.
32mo.
—
nett
price
tude.
The
boy
himself
went
for
the
rod
with
“To those who are in want of a new book, we
Institutions of God.—The church: thesanetuarj;
in this life, or for our enjoyment in them.”—
“ A poor African negro, only ten years of age,
recommend the Cborch Choir, very handsome 15 cents each.
the scriptures; the Lord’s duy: the ministry; bap
“ Other Christian parents,’’ I replied, ••who seem which he wished his father to punish him, and went to hear the preaching of one of the mission can
Address
all
orders
J
or
Books,
and
all
remittance,
to
tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
ly got up,—and well 6tored with classic church
John W. Mitchell, Treasurer, or
to possess the same reliance, have not the same took off his coat, and when the strokes seemed aries, and became a convert to the Christian re tunes in their proper identity. Ii is compiled by
Doctrines, Pritileges, und Duties of tie ChristianDaniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
—Commandments; fall of man; repentance; faith,
Professor
A'ueuscher,
of
the
Gambier
Seminary,
Ohappiness that you have.” I wished thus to draw too light complained of his father that he did not ligion. His master—an inveterate enemy to
Union
Depository,
28
Annst
love; prayer/ praise; hope; joy.
liio, whose musical talents and taste are nut entire
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
from her some particular account of the manner strike more in earnest. Such was the scene, that missions—hearing of it, commanded him never to ly unknown among us. We consider it a recom
Christ.—Our prophet; our high priest; our king;
ISAAC N. WHITING,
our example.
of the book, that it is mostly made up of of
in which she had trained her children, but she the heart-broken father was obliged to whip him go again, and declared he would have him whip mendation
Columbus,
tunes that ure no strangers in our churches—tunes
Dispensation oj God.—Affliction; death; judgment;
was not disposed to give it. Never was woman’s severely. When this was done, the first words ped to death, if he did. The poor little boy, in appropriate to our services, and selected with some
eternity; heaven; hell.
view
to
particular
Psalni6
and
Hymns
of
our
hooks.
Pasts and Pesticals of the Church.—Christmas:
Iter. I. Cloven’s Balm of Ute.
virtues more strongly marked, yet you could not of the child were : 11 Now, papa, forgive me, and consequence of the mandate, was very ntisera. We hope by the introduction of such collections as
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure ot Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun
perceive that she knew she possessed them : nor pray God to forgive me.”
able. He could scarcely refrain from going,'yet this, we shall preserve our own good and truly sa
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Whooping day; Godhead, or Trinity Bunday.
cred music.”—Christian Witness, Boston.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; new year:
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs and
How remarkable was the conduct of this child, knew his death was inevitable, if he did.
was she found inadvertently honoring herself, or
An able writer in the same valuable paper, on the Windpipe. Extensively used and recoinniended by death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Bunday
“In this critical situation he sought direction importance of selecting suitable church music, says: the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents:
so speaking against others, or pointing out or contrasted with that of children generally. They
“ One of the newest collections we have, ‘The
collects.
lamenting their defects, that it could be inferred are satisfied if they can escape punishment, how and assistance at the throne of grace, and after Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of ly made known.
EXPLANATION OF CONTENTS.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. V
greatly soever they may deserve it. They com having done this, he felt convinced that it was the best, so far as I have examined, for the use of
It has been the author’s uim to give a consecutive
6he thought better of herself than of them.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily,
the
Episcopal
Church,
and
any
choir
which
has
a
view
of
the
doctrines,
duties, privileges, and institu
Not satisfied with her answer, and desirous of plain of their parents for correcting them, think still his duty to attend, but to be careful that it selection to make, would do well to take this collec testimonials nf the highest respectability in lavor of tions of Christianity, and
ot those of our church in
tiis medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth
more particular information, I put the question themselves wronged, and often indulge in angry should never intefere with his master’s business, tion.”
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature and particular. To such a scheme, the improvement ol
“ We are glad to see that the author of the
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim
distinctly- to the father. His reply was, “ I owe feelings. This child never needed to be punish and for the rest, to leave himself in the hands of ‘Church Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our ellect,—among which are the following;
LFz■om the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1640. J has been to state what he conceives to be the obvi
church,
by
giving
a
much
larger
share
of
music
aed
again
:
he
was
a
good
child
;
he
loved
his
all that is good and happy in my children to the
God. lie therefore went, and on his return, was
'Phe following is an extract from an article in that ous sense of Scripture, while he has endeavored, in
dapted to our service, than it is usual to find in
consideration of I heir design and use, to give them
blessing of God on the efforts of my- wife. She Saviour; he never gave his parents pain ; he loved summoned to his master’s presence, and after boohs of this kind. In another respect we believe paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus oncioiiatorum,’ or all the interest he could by making them simple hut
Bronchitis,
by
Frank
11.
Hamilton,
Professor
of
has truly trained them in the way they should others better than himself. In his last sickness, much violent and abusive language, received five tins work to be preferred to many of the most popu Materia Medica and General Pathology in Geneva not puerile; illustrative, but not low.
lar collections of music ; the words set to the music
The limit assigned in each exhortation, as will be
go, and the promise has been fulfilled—they have his chief anxiety seemed to be the trouble he and twenty lashes, and then in a sarcastic tone of have not been suiinianized. In one other respect, Medical College:
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex
‘
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Rev.
L
Covert
’
s
mixture,
also
now
used
too,
the
arrangement
of
this
will
be
considered
by
position,
illustration and improvement of the sub
not departed from it. Before they could speak was giving his parents, who watched over him. blasphemous ridicule, his mater exclaimed, • what
some, ns being an advantage over most other collec so extensively for this affection by clergymen, ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects, yet
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